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Lii
The name hypergeometric series was given hy Gauss to 
the series To., b‘, c', x.l« I t abac + ---+ ouk+i\.. .Ibtn-i" *
mi • • u T _ ic. . .1 .i ... ry > i (p+n-0This series had occurred previously in analysis, in 
particular in the works of Euler, hut Gauss was the first 
mathematician to make any systematic study of its properties. 
Gauss showed that certain well known expansions, e.g. the 
binomial and exponential functions, were particular cases 
of the hypergeometric series and then enumerated certain 
obvious properties of the series before proceeding to make 
a more detailed study of some less elementary properties.
The first section of his paper is coneerned with linear 
relations between series of the type P V v)
and A t ; V+v') where \  ,yuu, v , X',y*', æ
take the values 0, Î | ; these relationships included, of 
course, those between contiguous hypergeometrie functions.
fraction, 
a
result used in the analysis of this thesis. In a further 
paper (1A), Gauss studied the differential equation satisfied 
by the series and by various changes of variable, he obtained 
several transformations of hypergeomfttrie series.
Since the time of Gauss, the ordinary hypergeometric 
series, the generalised hypergeometrie series, the basic 
hypergeometric series introduced into analysis by Heine and 
Apell’i hypergeometric series of two variables have been 
studied by various mathematicians. Until 1923, however, 
the literature dealing with the subject was very scattered, 
consisting of isolated papers in the transactions of the 
various learned societies. Then, in 1923, the paper by 
Hardy "A Chapter from Ram^ujan’s Notebook" was published 
in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
This paper which was concerned with the generalised 
hypergeometric series of the ordinary type gave a summary, 
with procSfs, of most of the results which were then known, 
together with some formulae stated, in practically all cases 
without proof, by the Indian Ramanujan, In 1926, Appell and 
Kampe de Périet had their book, "Ponations hypergëometriques 
et hypersphériques, " published. This gave a summary of the 
more important properties of the ordinary hypergeometric 
series and a very detailed account of their researches on the 
hypergeometric functions of two variables.
Hardy’s paper occasioned a considerable number of papers, 
principally by Professors Bailey and Watson and Mr.Whipple, 
in the Proceedings of the loiidon Mathematical Society,
2.
(À)
In 1935, Professor Bailey’s Tract was published. This 
gives a detailed account of the more recent researches on 
the subject. Since 1935, a few more papers have appeared.
This thesis is concerned primarily with transformations 
of generalised hypergeometric series both of the ordinary 
and the basic type and with indentitied of the Rogers — 
Ramanujan type which are essentially limiting cases of 
transformations of basic series. When the Tract was published, 
various methods of obtaining transformations of generalised 
series of the ordinary'type, had been given. Gauss’ 
method of changing the variable in the differential 
equation becomes very tedious in the case of generalised 
hypergeometric series, but transformations had also been 
obtained by summing series of lower order, by Dougall’s 
method and Carlson’s Theorem, and by using Barne’s Contour 
Integrals, Details of the last three methods are to be 
found in the Tract, The most powerful method was the one 
given by Professor Bailey and whicj^  will be used in the 
first part of this thesis, but the only method which was 
applicable to basic series was Dougall’s. Since publication 
of the Tract, Professor Bailey has published two further 
papers. In the first, entitled, "Some Identities in 
Combinatory Analysis" (3) he gives a method of obtaining 
transformations of basic series and in the second,
"Identities of the Rogers Ramanujan type," (4) he gives a 
simple fundamental result, which is the basic idea under­
lying the methods of finding transformations of hyper- 
geometric series, and shows that the two methods which he 
had previously given, were just particular cases of this '
more general result. 1
Professor Bailey obtained many of the transformations |
of generalised hypergeometric series which had bsen proved |
previously, together with many new ones, including, as !
limiting cases of the transformations of basic series, ,
identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type.
Two sums of ordinary generalised hypergeometric series 
to which this method is applicable are those given by 
SaaHschuty and Dougall, In the first part of this thesis, 
these two formulae have been taken in all possible ways 
and the method of finding transformations has been applied.
The second part is a detailed study of three formulae given 
by Professor Bailey — ((,.%) of "Some Identities
of the Rogers-Ramanujan type, from which various identities 
have been deduced. The third part gives results ijwvolving 
bilateral series of basic hypergeometric type, which have 
been obtained from a fsamula due to D.B.Sears and are 
generalisations of known results for ordinary basic series. 
Pinally, some miscellaneous results are given. These have 
been proved during the course of the work, but cannot 
logically be included in any of the three main sections.
3.
( 1 ) For transformations of ordinary generalised series, 
we use the method as it was first given. Starting from a 
known sum, we deduce a transformation. In fact, we know that, 
if the formolay
gives the sum of a eertain hypergeometric series, then the 
formula
F  ^  1  =. ^  (<X^ r> to^ y^  C*
L Oj Ï jP«> p* > p^  -i ifSO V* ) tpÂ\*'
^ Klf^ vT, c^.+TT, a&tr, -m4r 1 _ . \
L A,fv,ir, p,+n pk+r, p3+r J / is true.
In these formulae, there may he any number of the quantities 
oi., <r, K, JL. OL,, p . The numbers^ & v may be positive
or negative integers provided that (a) n is replaced by 
C - e O r v  •
The analysis which led to the above result is^follows.
We start by supposing that we haWe a relationship of 
the type;-F bX]  ^O-xY* A  i _cX 1 _
L  O'., cv +  J L ( I - X T  J
whereyu is an integer. By means of the substitution X 
: and multiplying by we shew
that the relationship "
gp^ jp*» px » - W  ) 6 - (p-^ K^ \ Q-f)
I— I I p i Cf^rrt -VK.Q ’T« 0"*l ^ * X *  0  —  p -  f i c .  ) ^ T >
X  1 + h     I '  a )
L l-pf , <y + -r J
is obtained by equating coefficients of on both sides
o f  C I • 0  . ^
This, by means of a known relationship between series 
of the type with unit argument, is seen to give the 
relationship:-
s»***p * >  p x i  p a » “ " * ' > “ ^ )  b  
a-,,ov,p. t|^
- y" cT W r  y - wf )rr, -w% + Xr
T ( L<j)^ L p + Xr, + J
If we equate coefficients of ocT on both sides of (L I ) we 
see that if (i. I ) is true then, so is
T * iK\ju,r-__________  Lcr^n ______ ______
Footnote. + We have taken the X  of the paper (5) equal to 
1, the case which gives the most interesting results.
4.
Thus, if (h 4- ) is true, so are ( i. a. ) & (i.  ^). The form 
( I. :& ) however is seen to lend itself much more easily to 
generalisation. Thus, generalising and replacing the 
positive integer n by any real number a. Professor Bailey 
proved, as in the Tract, that, if (W) is true, then ( a )  is 
true, f
It is, however, possible to obtain a slightly more 
general form of the results (^ ) & (^ ), with the a’s 
negative integers, directly from the equation (i • I ), by making 
the substitution X = and equating "
coefficients of..............acT , We give the details
of the working for the case in which n = 3 and, for 
convenience, change the notation and make the substitution
and equate coefficients of 
on both sides, i.e. in (1,1) put X % k-acnv and multinl.v bvÜ- 0- -tV
Then, ® ^  . -Vt.
-<r I' C<rX (crCjr '
and the coefficient of y"^  in this is
b k
*X. . C«J| !•** ittUr> ! (.N- !
“ I A w  y  p  Fpi » p*L, - VW» - N  3 ~ b k
t»v!w .NÎ L <JT»Ov,p»c^.1^
?.;V U x  w _  i ^ \  cT X' 0- (I-
r  Î (^.VCp^T.
_ . _ - J t.
A é s  - r - i f ^ X  ^
Ok ' *
and the coefficient of x*** in this is
y" y~ CotpT. cT CK + /x r)i k CXt-r 4
^ sl I (m-ir- 4^ . •
-y" ( q Ç ^ - r »  ^p pnr»+r, - »>•+r,-N+T, "■ k
! vu! N ! L p+^ »
Therefore we have that if
\ ^ _ C^ r^\ L____ _
5.
then
®x.> p, c||^. K
=y* 64^ l^nrX» (rv>)y. (tN^ y. ^ p ^ (c^rr iTÙv +^yi*Tj-nn+v,-r\ + v',—N‘4"'f' ) "  ^ • (.1+^irj <^+T~j K+r* _j
The case k = — 1, gives the formula given by Professor 
Bailey ( with the a’s negative integers).
Unfortunately, this k is of little use, except when 
it equals-1, because very little is known about the sums 
of series v/ith argument x, except when x = 1, and — 1 and 
the cases when x = — 1, are limiting forms of those where 
X = 1 . Thus although we might be able to sum the series 
on the right of (1 — 5) by ICunmer’s formula, we could 
obtain the same transformation by summing by Saalschutz ’ s 
formula and letting one of the parameters tend to infinity. 
The only other possibility would be to use the formulae 
for the sum of a give*, in the Tract Page 11. In this
case, however, the parameters involved are of such a 
specialised form, that it has not been possible to find a 
case where these sums could be used.
(2). We nèw proceed to consideration of transformations 
obtained from a formula given by Saakchiitz ( 6 ), viz
3^ 1 j^, b , i  c, l +  o.+b-c-Tv J  =, (c.-Qb),*(c-Ùn/(.t)„(c-•
More recently, a very simple proof of this formula has 
beenbgiven by Professor Watson, (7), who pointed out that it 
could be obtained by equating coefficients of x"^  on both 
sides of the identity
%F, c.-t>C.1 OC. J ,
The cases in which we write Saa3§chutz’s formula ila-the 
following forms
+&-b-c., > I+a-b, l+«X-CJ ~ >
l^ou, bfrUj-TTj) c.+>w, I+0.+b-c.->uj| ■=. .J
have been fillly investigated by Professor Bailey. (5)
In both these cases, he was able to sum the hypergeometric 
series on the right of (yS ) by Saakchutz Dougall’ s 
Theorems he thBS obtained the most general possible 
transformations.
6.
The forms of Saalschatz’s theorem which I have taken 
and which yield results are
sFa. I^GUj b-vu,-v^ iT-^ j*‘“*^ +b-c,-vuJ' (c.-a-nV<iF''l^ /^Cc--X)„(c-a,-âr. , —  U. a.)
p u + n . J bj-w^ ’, c f  I f  OL+b-c- -  (c -o .+ r\L  (.c*-b+ / i c f  (c-a-btrv).^  ^ —  (A -&)
3F31. pu+vu J b,->%» ) 0+ r^v*, I •f-o.'hb-c.-3"n J a (c.-CL+0*xiK(c.-bt^»^.*y(c.4‘^'^n(c“a-b+
— > Taking Saal. in the f o rm aR. ^ , b ,-^ 3 c, I+»+ b-c-yu j a ^-0)^ (c-
we have, using T  (.bV(c~CL-Wn).^ (»>V(r'T _ U-bh
■ This with^~‘
^  I %  -  b  % K |  -  [ c . - O L - b ) ' *  y u u i  -  O  )  c - %  I  ^
/i| =. c 3
pi a C-O- , C.- bj CT, -a c. b « I
Therefore usin^ formula (f i ) we obtain the transformation
S + Î»Fs4X p-“ C.~b, Q|> Q». J > . , Qii, - m y
L p“ px, . . , - ->ps> p&fi
y "  l o ^ v ( p * X f -  .  ( « Ù V  l b \ ç .  ^  j c - O L - b ,  C l i f f ,  O x + ' ^ J  ,  - m  +  Y> j  H  ^  ( A  . ) f C j
vao ! ^pV- . tpwbv(cV L pifir, pxff') . . . > p»+'<", pS4i+^  J
If in (2.1 A) we take s = 0, no a’s^and one p = p( say), and 
(2.1A) becomes
a*"». Tc-d,, C- b, -hn )1 _ ^  Cc3u)tt (C)v(r*^ y> ^ nc.-(^-"b,-m+f)L p J V»0 f ! (,^> L p +T'
We can now sum the on the right, using Vand-cniDn.des 
Theorem viz :-
' • jc.- Q-, c-b, -»v\ )
L C.1 p
.J. y  Co^-r 0^y>irr*^r> _  ^Ip+Tf-Ct 0.f b)*,.,.
“ ("p-C^ tcL+t^ mmi ^ V" Cohy.
Cj^my -rz O ^  ' (.^ T* Ip-C"hCL+b^v
since
7.
We thus obtain the transformation
f c - O . ,  C - b , - r > i  > j  _  +  X  r ° -  1 b ,  - Y r \  ;
L  . I  p  J L c ,  p - c f < x + - b  J
This, with a change of notation, can be written,
2 , F % r ^ '  > 1  -  e - b , - Y n  3  ~  .
L  p  I F J L  e ,  e .+ F "c x -b  J
Using the notation introduced by Whipple (see Page 17 Tract) 
and taking c = - m^ (2.IB) can be written
F * p  ( , o  V 4 . )
= Fp(o•> 3,4.)r
c r(.^ rlfVr(^ +cbr(f_c) rU.«)rtp.o)r(^ ,o) Fp (.o , s, 4-)
' F *(^sJ'jrFp (O ') 3, 4 J.
- . Fp ( o ') i+, ^  - Fp ( o ) 51 J+3 J --
a relationship which was first given by Barnes and
subsequently by Whipple and Hardy. The relationship is 
true, in the morè general case, where c replaces the — m, i.e. 
when the ^ s  do not terminate.
Now in (2.1 A) take Hid ,%l (say) and two p ’s equal
to p & q then
)~j _ W v  y  ^ F ^  T c - ot-b ^ ol-Hr,-m+f
J -rs.o*rî L  pf’^i q+f _
Now choose q so that the on the right is Saalschiitzian
i.e. take q = c — a — b4-d — p — m+1.
Then, summing the on the right by Saahchiitz^
n . F ; ^ r c - a ,  c - b ,  d . - r o l
L c^p'% J
c y lo\r V lol\f  ^ (.p- of^ m-v
i r = . o  T  !  ( . C - ' i v  ( . p ' i v  ( . C j i l y  +  C p + » + b - C - Q l ) w » . v
- L C p - c O p ^   ^^  CoÙy» (.C^-r (c+oL-^ -OLT b-m f ,
sinoe^ f^ '^  lp4o.+b-c.-oOM, v-o f Î lc|)f (.«h.. (ol+l-p-m)» (.pf&fb-c)v
(.p^r«-y = 1^ ,.%/lrlT (hp-m)y ^
therefore we are led to the transformation
• m + 1
F^^ |t-Q,c-b, dL,-m >
L c., p, c-+dL-Oi-b-
this may be written,
H-Fi r  cu , b  . c ,  -  m  i
L e > F, I Bcu+'b+c.-e-f-'^
% Ç F -a -b fe ^ m L '^ -‘ C »^n y
- (p>fgfb-c)nr>tp"<4n y r cb, a , b, - m
tpir.vCp'»-afb-C-OC)m L C, Ifol-p-fM, ptafb-c ^
(jf-Ok-bf t- c31




a transformation of two SaaHsciiatzian .
Using the relation (a).^  = L-iTÜ - , (2.10) may be written
f  °-» j
I fOkf j
— X L&F& Fs -cl, e.-b, C, - ;
(f-  ^«y» 0  f Oi f b+ C" € - f  - *v) W» L e ) l-F+c-m, E. +4- A.- b
This is the formula of the Tract Page 56^7,2 (1) with a,b,c, 
e & f replacing x,y,z,u,v, a(i formula which can be obtained 
directly as shewn and first given by Whipple.
(2.2)
We now take Saaichutz’s Theorem in the form
_ (c-OL-vUfk (c.-ts)ir*
which can be written,c.-Tn,\ Ic- Ok- b)>
^  Cokiv (j-Cf v\\y (.C-a.-btvO-v _ CcL-C + r)rk (p“ b)*
V"=.Q TT *. 0 - b t
This is the formula (6L) with
0^ 1 -a CL. ) K, a. I -C. .yux, ~ O J K^, a. C-Cl-b , O J C 5. I i
A ,-a  l - b .  V. ^ O 3
p  I a CL-C.+ 11 fix * c ,- Ib )  «"i" I -  b ) b-5. I j
therefore using ^) we obtain the transformation 
s + a F s t a j 0 , - c . f  I , c - b ,  q«, o», ....
L l"*b» pttfix'i . > pai p«4i J _  (2 ,2A)
- WrWir . . (o»^)rC-fAr(aV Ft-C . C.g>b ^ Q.fr, O.+f . • • • > 0,4 f, -rn+V ^
T“ ! (piXr . . (pa,i')r L I—bi pi+-r, pxf f , • . > p , iy , j
Now sum on the right of (2 .2A) by SaaHichutz’s theorem
taking s = 0 and one p = — a — m + 1 and (2.2A) becomes
n » . - c f  I ,  c - b , - n r , ’> l  _  p ~ c ,  c - o - b , -m fr -  j l
L l - b ,  p J f  i L  i-b , i-ob-ivkfT J
X aF t  b - n f
L I + b- c-
-  Cc- t^ mn (l 4-ca-c),
0— b)n\ (oi)w,
therefore we have the transformation
} ->Vli )
- c - > n . ,  c-Q .->»v J
0.-C.4-I, C .-bj-*vi J _ ( c - b ) , n U f ^  b - m i  - r o  )
1—b , l-cx~m  , {,1 - b)m, lok^m L b - C - ' - ^ t b  G -O -rn  ^
9.
This may he written
Tbu, b , -m  i ~1 -     X jo .fk -c , l - c -m , -*v\ > . — I d .a.R)
^  ^L *-» o~o.-b-m+l J ta.+k-c)w\ L I-b~m , /-a-iv> _
If in relation (2.2B) we put o = e and f & c-a-b-rn+l 
i.e. Fa. e-ûu-b-Tntl , then (2.2B) can be written
aR. 'a .,b ,-»Vk ]1 _ ^  |o .+ b -C , ’,
i— G I f J (,1—OL“bf h l-b-Yr\, I'-ct'-'Vk __
Now, when in Whipple’s notation we put c=.-7n/ this
becomes
r(ol.x»V(^ i^ 3r^ 5c.'>FpCoj b.s)
ridi^ 4)PU.;,,Tpio) 4., si) Vk rÜq,3")rWo%ù(rFrFn b  d ) .
This result was proved by Whipple in the case -of general F 
and can be proved directly by reversing the series on the 
left of (2.2B). It is a degenerate form of Tract^(3.7)
( 1 ) with f — e — b — a — mF*1,
Before we can proceed to the consideration of cases
(2.3) and (2.4),it is necessary to prove a slight modification 
of formulae (dL) and (^).
We prove that if we have a formula of the type
y V X k Ù r l s i ^ i : j ^ V r 4 u - l > ^  H Ù im  ---- (À )
giving the sum of a certain hypergeometric series, then the 
transformation
F jP' ' Oil I Oxnn b I
L pupv.pa J
- y baX(p-^ F>nV (ol>V(diX> td^ yC  ^(.K|4XiMty)A,fa
V-.0 * t. piVCpii-r CpaX- tpOy -fe \ (^A\ + lp«+r)t t
is true. As before there may be any number of the quantities 
/s, p, <r, 1, CL, p ) but ytL & ir may now have fractional 
values, provided that u^u & are integral.
P r^ *> p&) 0|, Qx, bl ^  y  (.QiX (r b*w '_
L p*i p%' ps J T)-0 ^  ■ (^ pX ^pO»v Cpa^m
X
! using (a )
■m
r ~ Co»V tOx) ,\6- f ( K \ . f  Xy*jr3 mrv.r~^ WhvWx)f^ _
Ay V Y' ! F) - Ipi^ iy (^pX ( pà^ K (ji, t  (4«^  V
(and putting n = - we get") ,
-  (dX^i loùr^ e t iKif ».b X-yyvXxf UxV  
I t ! LpiX^fc Ip x V + t  ( p ^ v f t  j,v ,y ^ ^ ,b  ^/^'X .Vxo f?o
10,
^  ÇqX  (oX  FwX  WX(olX WXcT  ^ Xi>uiv-\b (oitt w  Y')(.Y^ e
-pGo ^  ■ ^pXtp^-rCpaX t p X  ^ 0 ,  t ! (1, + (p,4-r)(. t p » + Y ' X t
which is the required result (B),
(2.3) We now take Saahchutz’s formula in the form
3F I  j ^ C L + n .  ,  b ,  -  T T f  ')  _  ( , C - C X . f  » X ( f i ~ b f  d n X
L  C+ In,, I +0.+ b-c- dvj Icf An) a Û-- ci-b+v\X
This can he written
^  ( c . - o . - b +  ^ v X - r  F Ù  ( r n ^ r  _  ( c - Q ? ) a . ^ (5: . -  b ) i n  ( . 4 ) ^ ^ ( c - a - b ) n
T'=o ^ ' Cc.4 AnX C.C.-O.X(c-4^ oa Cc^ iA Cc-O-  ^an
This is formula (A) with
V. b, - % * o^ i « ) oi*.® o-a-b 3 ^  > ^1» \  b % I 3
y . ^ »
K ,  %  a ,  k |  -  I j  y u , «  A  ,  K x ®  c - o - b ,  a , y U v » ' } :  '*  *  v ,  =  %  )  ^  ^
^1 - k 9: ) pv'S' c-Q-f 1 . ft^  = c.-a.~b, , Ag s c.-b+l, pu® o-b+d  ^ =. ou ’,
a. A ' a r  3 a '
cr, = C.-Q., , O^ a C-"b+l^  0 4  a C_ , CTg z fe-» <  ^ G\ - c.» A •
X  a .  d  3  3 T
therefore using (B) we obtain the transformation
> c - a - b ,  O ,  0 , 3  Q i ,  .  i Q i j - m ,  3 1
L c.-a, c+^ , p.. px> . .  » p«, p*4. J
^ ^ C a X ( Q v X  .  ,  W n C - ^ X l b X l ^ . l S ^ l ü L . a . Ù v (r&T.
  Cd.3f^
(p«)v . ( pwi)y (,-^X (rÿl*rV S-<S
V F Tk + iy. C-g-b+T . fe-oL-bflfr , q,+r, Q x f» 'j............... , Qs^r, -m fy  ,
^  &+4"^ *3 I • " *31 ~ %
L , p .+ r, px+r, . . .
We can'sum the series on the right of (2.3A) by Dougall’s 
Theorem if the parameters satisfy certain conditions viz, 
b =, Ac.- 3o.-1
and we take 4& = % a^o. 3 then we take two more a’s
p, fend. OxCsay) ai3d p, ana p% eop^ & /-fa-a.j/fa-Q,,respectively, Also 
since the sum of the denominator parameters must exceed the 
sum of the numerator by 2 we require Q x - c - i + m - o i .
11
The hypergeometric series on the right of (2.3A) then 
becomes
Ok,4 I +
c - a * b + v  c . - Q . - h » l » r
>   » O i + r ,  Q x f i r , - t v k f n  ,
-^+Trj , I-t-Qk-Qif-r, l+a-ax4r, I foL+mfr
and the 83m  of this (by Dougall’s Theorem) is
0  +Q.+ i r H - y  ( j t f  A a -c f  ( i f  3o,4b-c. -  AQ,+r)»(^.^^
U 4 CL- 11 f icuf b-c f if ) aU-i*'> AcL-Cfb-aJn,,.
But L p f ^ w k —  1 Cp+Af)^ .^ -=. (pV(ptnvX 
*fX l-li tpXr>
(pfirr)^ ^^  - (p^ »j.>(.pfAmX  ^ C^ r«-A z_____ _____
C p^  it* (■“ 0^ 0 - p-^X
and substituting 2c - 3a -1 for b, we obtain as the sum 
of the T Bt•
U +CL)ml.l+ 04n^ T.(c-OL-Ùw,(p-fa-aXl"iT((^4o , + 2 W)v(r3^(r%^
2^^{ y t ^ ^  (“O (.l-fe4 Ü6,-ArÀ)y(c-0-a,-F)ry (c^üiA (p+
/. „F^ ro-> l + vO,C£|, ^0^ ,AiX.-C4V,
L c-Ok, ^  ,
%, (l + CL^Wk (c- ____ _
(l f0L-O,^ AkLt+^ fb-c.-oi):Alcla... .
X tH-a+mVll+a-
(!±&^  Ij Aoi)y (j-c 4 A»,- Ar»X (cfArnVf • (^ ».Cl+‘^'Oi)v(ji+* «•+Q*-c.-»vk\
y. C ^ -  3a.- X  (:ÿ )yk(J^ \. (c- ( . - ^
L%r- (r^ V lr^ ,. '
, 3a»3-t. J Oi, c—JL »'Y»-fe I ) - *v\ y 
a i  ^
a ± l ,  a . ,  i4fe-o,, 
a 3
Therefore we have the transformation
ou, l+"âla, c-Oktl ^ aferc4l.3a4l-fe 3fe,4l-fe ,3fe43-c * Qi, c-.i4»n-a,,-rr> )
- to .  , c -^o , S:+|L , e ± i  ^ ^  . l4<v-Ok. V *  **
nFo
=Ü+,ù..lç-a4sk-«r^ ---XsR,r«».,c-i-Q.1-.n,ac-
0 + CL- Nk c-CL-t > c-OA,,
3a.-1, ,Afek.-c+ I, —A-k3
C.» Am, l-c. f  Aa,- Aw\
—  CA.3B)
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This formula (2.3B) transforms a particular well- 
poised uFio with the special form of second parameter 
into a Saaüschützian and is thought not to have
been proved previously.
(2.4) Now take Saaichiitz ’ s theorem in the form
rCL+ VL , b  ^  > S, Cc-0*4 ( c - b f  in )a
L  c . f  I n  » 1 + o ,f  b -c -  i n /  _ Cc + 3n)n ( c -  Q.-b+ A n X
I C n. , - n/ >
. in * . /
This can be written
Cg-fnV Xa-bf (- » T X X  _ __ .
v%o f I Cc+in)t. Vv
This is formula (A) with
b, Ax fe ^  , Jis a:d, oZi^ sc^ a-b Vsxcro-y-, Ai-.t . ixfec.±l , Ajxa+1 , i,., c.»i * 
*■ a. 3L U l+^  Lf.  ^ • —— •'
)C| — a, ^ A|fe I ,y4, fe A  ) k%fe c.“ O” b , Xxfe ^  ^  ) A » fe c.  ^ * fe i , V) = >
fe C“Q>^ b , pqfe S zS lZ^t p io - Q- 3
^  fe ■= S l B f l  1 ®a = fe-b fe c-bfl_v Og fe c-b4A  ^cr,, fe , cr, s. ^+1 »a ». a 3 i  I* g
« %  fe  & • »  a  J  C q f e  c - » i  J 
1+ 4-
therefore using formula (B) we obtain the transformation
.1
* fcTfoi x4<i *. A.
i ^  > J>ty pr^ j »pw*p*»iV Û  a &. L. L. L. ' ' ' •
. y  -. W .  (.--Y LÙ. 14:1 (Y4rlL‘^ 1
CL+l-p c-a-bf'b*. fc^ 'b+ly^ c^^ -b+irU^  Q,+r, QviT'j . . . ,Ok»+f,->n4r Î I —
* 3 3 3 I
[_ c.-»4v»a. ^ c;44t*I  ^c.»ifir , p»+TT, px+T^ . » p#+f, ^ J
1 3.
Now we choose the parameters so that we have on the right 
of (2.4A) a Bb which we can sum by Dougall’s Theorem.
That is we take a, o-kdi aixi+ia, i+a-o, onet p».* io/. Then, for the 
tFu to be well-poised we have b _ ac-koL-l , and for
the sum of the denominator parameters to exceed the sum of the 
numerator parametetsby 2, we require the further condition
Ol* fe c.- g  -1 +  ivv
The series on the right of (2.4A) then becomes
iX+Air, l+icL+y, 1 + ^  3o.-c+14%ir 3a-c434lr ^ c-0.-l + m4-rj-iv>+r ]
L I ^ 3 a
 ^c+kütL» , a.4&3u-c-wk4f ) l4o.fm4ir
3 a 3,
^  Cl f  CL+ C dn — i«x4- Ac- s')
Cc f  IfF) (.C- Aau-
but
(p4-Av*X~. ~  ^ ^  " Cp^ a>-v
by Dougall
Lp)
(.p f fe Ip 4 ) Lp^i
Ip^ Hy
‘.the sum of the B^ is
-- Cb)
r X
C I +  PL^ HkO +  Cüf hrkX (A c - A- l o i ( r ^ * *  ■*■ d o . -X ) ir
C'-fi")^ 0  (A- I* .-  ( & - I - C c . \ i . , U . + X ) r  (c.- Aok-O,
Therefore^ substituting in (2.3A), we have after a little 
reduction the transformation
cu, I a.cg, a -c g , o-c^, a -c ^ ,^ *4 1 , 3a*c4l, c-g-lf.n, - »n
«■»3
"TT* "TT*
«+ u. _ _
feOi, *^  ^4 *1 r^^ lLy , c»L,-fe , C-g» l ^ c-g ^ X43or^&-»»», l+a.+<n
_ C l 4 - i Ù m U k : - A r i c ^ 3 , ÿ ^  ^  p  | ~  A a . - f e » )  ^ A a » c . 4 i  ^ A e - U a - I  ,  c - O - U m , - m  ^
[Cela.., (c-Acu-?)^ (_ c . - ! -^  J — , 3- At43Az 3»n, c4i*«rk
a transformation which expresses a particular well-poised
in terms of ou .
14.
(2.5)
A result could be obtained by taking SaaD&chutz ’ s 
formula in the form
rok.+ y v , b , - v u ;  1 _ Cc- 0.4 (c- b f  ^
L_ c + IfA,, I + Ou+ b-c- ifTv J (c.4-iX)-fe(c~g~b4inX
but in order to sum the series on the right of (B) by 
Dougall’8 formula, we should have to reduce the number of 
parameters involved to two, namely a & —m. Thus in view of 
'the highly specialised form of the result which would be 
obtained, it does not seem worth while carrying out the 
analysis. The same remark applies of course to values of 
X > 1+ when we take the form c 4 Xn, .
(2.6)
As Yandermonde’s Theorem is really a limiting form of 
SaAlschiitz ’ s Theorem, there is not much point in applying 
the method of obtaining transformations to Yandermonde’s 
Theorem, When however, we take SaaHschutz’s formula in the
form
l  +  0 , 4 ‘ b - C - > U
_ C c'a .-n X (t-b 4n )irc  ^
L C. i o.k c »u J tcY U-a-t").. we Q-btatn
on ttie right of (jB) a hypergeometric series which is not 
well-poised, and contains too many parameters to be summed by 
SaaHschutz ’ s Theorem. In this case therefore, instead of 
reducing the number of terms by substituting for one parameter 
in terms of the others, or letting a parameter tend to infinity 
it seems more sensible to take the limiting form of 
Saaüsch’ùtz ’ s Theorem to begin with. We therefore take 
Yandermonde’s Theorem in the form
b — Vk»,->V> (jl—b 4r ,  ^ b - - r v , - > v > .J. i i
(jcT),.
and apply the method of obtaining transformations. 
The formula (2.6) may be written
f-  C -T C -^ V  ^
r  ! + Ce.')..
This is the formula (oC ) with
jLt =. c. fe I- b, V. fe O ; c. fe ( ,
yO, fe. C - b   ^ /*»•'*  ^ y  b  fe l+ i cf, fe C  ) CTj_fe C - b ,  <5*1 =• i
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using formula (/8) we have the transformation
^ ru . I -—T" * ---------- ) '■<»'> —& , -  rr, f If.;}ri^ r i 0» X J
L  C , c- b , I— b , p
X aJT Tg, + r , Ov4tt , - •vN + r* ) j • —  L^ UfK^L  l-b, p+y* JV  (q>)v L c k ^ ir ^ \^  Cj^ v CcX U ''a
Now the only case in which we can sum the series on the 
right of (2.6a ) is when it is a F^, and can he summed by 
Yandermonde’s Theorem.
.*. In (2.6a ) we take 1 a = a & no p’s and we obtain the 
trans f ormati on
•“ b . 1 +C.—t , CL, - ) •+
c , c.-b , l-b
- z l - b  J
and summing by Yandermonde’s Theorem, the R.H.S. is
^ • CU)»* ll-b).m.v
and since
Cp-lAw.v. ~ (rf]T /0 -p -lrfk \^
the R.H.S. is
CcOy» C-»>kV ( I - ( p . 4 J ^ y
V a O ^ & GL+ b-•»«) 3  ^ ( j - ( l - t^Nk
__ (I — g-~ G)
(.1— b)i
X M. r g  J g+ b , b - m,-/n) 1^ I
L C; ji+a+bici I
.*. we have the transformation
L  c . - b , l - b  J
This may be written
— U“ g-b)i»k
Cl- b)wk
1 X i.p^ rci.g+k, b-m.-nrk ) -L
L g+b-wk I
I g, % b J fc>- g- r*\ J - l-rk J I
I a J b-rvk 1 I
X. * X* -J
(l +OLrk^ ,
C I— b)i ,..r
g , c.»q-b , 14g4g-b ^ 
c ,  g  + g - b  , l4 -g -b
. — . Cd.UB)
16.
Li)
(3). We now turn to a formula given by Dougall viz
l4vO.| b, C, d , fi , — rn ) ~ Cl 4’cAm (14a~br 0 4g- b-dl^m 0 4%- c— ct)iw
L, ta.l4o^b, I4a.c, »4a-d. Ifa-». I4a.»»rx J b-cHm 0+Ok-Wi^ ci+^ cW4a-dH"
provided that
I + loufe. b+c+dL + c -
Dougall’8 method of proof is an ingenious application of the 
algebraical theorem that if a polynomial of degree n 
vanishes for more than n different values of the variable, 
it vanishes identically. More recently, Dreece^%as given 
a direct proof which builds up the series from the factorial 
product, but his proof is very much more complicated than 
that given by Dougall.
(5)
Professor Bailey has worked out the two following 
cases in which Dougall’s Theorem is written in the forms
.,11 jTZ, 14 t o . , C , d  . e , k 4 n ,-Y u  , ~| ^ Clf-OklnÇI4ci“ fe -d V ÇI4 g-c-e).kQ 4 g«d«
l4 g -c , l4 a -e t,  l+g+vk J *
Ll4gx-Ç'_eWfl4a.
0 4 g -c -^  n 0 4 a -c -c lr
^ I^ r g , l4 ^ ,  ck, earu,e-»k^.k4>v,--«/ i 1  , Q4g\Cc4d.-e;)o(j4Q>e\(.l4a-C'
L  -ta.,l4<x^ .l4.g-ci.>M, |4o^*n., l4a-k*»k/.l4o.4>i J CH-a-^nO+a-^ Vk(ol-o),k04c»
where k - i +Aa,-g-oc-e.
The only other form from whicft* has been obtained a 
result is the following.
i F . [G U ,  I 4  b ,  g 4 v u ,  O L —  A » v ,  k . 4  A-ry, - Y V  > j
f e j o t |  l 4 g - b , l 4 a , - C “ > u ,  l 4 g - c L 4 A ' n , ,  l 4 < ^ - k r A n ,  I 4 d . 4 v %  J
_ Cl4 U 4 « u - b - c - U + A r - b - oLf  C.l4<U-c.-_eC4y^ jwAmw. k  — j+ A e L ,-b -c -c L  .
(l4g- lo)rv0 4 oLl*  ^O+cu-C-viV (14 g-b-c-cL4
.Equation (3.1) can be written 
^  Cou)^ Cl 4"tc^v (£ir> Ivî)». (.->»)». 6" A  tk-a.4Ar^_y
fe o T I (^ 14 g- Ùy (14g.- oL4 Ü  + A. + (.FcC 4
|A 4 a -b -e .-< C ^
This is formula (A) with the following particular values:—
oC| fe tX, «/x- ^  > «Il » ^  ^  «/ft fek-g^ bfe/jCfe/>
fe %g. % fe 14 g-b ,^ i^ fe  I y^i.'fe A4atcL. ^  =- 3 ^4 g ro Ç  , a ■=- I—g  ,
K ,  B c ,  X |  fe i t  yut, fe A , , X x  fe k ,  X-v fe d , y j L x  *  " ^  *> K )  fe c -  g , ^ 3  — ^  =• O  >
X * , , *  k - g ^  Xt f . -  ~ x )
j L , z  I f g - o L ,  A ,  V , -  A ;  l  +  g ,  ^ * 1 ,  v . . ^  d ;  fe i - o L ^  A *  i  I
yO, 3 b 4 c - g .  p&fe l 4 a - b * q t , & A 4q-br»c j>, 3 4 g - k - t L  yng s. ) 4 g » c - c t  yg-a d 4 g - o - c b  ^
17.
pi  a *  ^ h  , p. ? , / » , & - • »  P'»fe k-g4l ,yo,i.a. l4g-b-c-cL,
aj •= I +Q -b , d^a j-~*~?^~j5i  ^ a> - e l =. «4* f+g^b-c-d . ar^ s X-forb-c-cL , <rt « I +g-b-cC3 3 ^ 3  X. 2- a
eVra ’^ : ? ! ^ ,  <oa'±ecg., cr,,-%a+a::çL , «n,.:, cn&, .
g Î. X '
/. using (B) we have the transformation
b + c - a  't® ± :5 !:i ® ^ 5 : ^ , ^ î 5 : ^ / î 2 ± à p t 6 : ^ , ( ± » : * , y 5 : * , c j c , k a , ! s * , i i ^ , f 4 A - b - C ' 4 , Q i , . . > Q s ,-n ,3
 ^ ^ & % % AL % %. A. 1^  ^ %.
l+g-h, ! î^ ,  Y^+g-d,.l^ g-k-t-cL^ 3+q4» c.'oL I +4'b»(l,XiaAr^ ,! +&-c.-ol,14*"^ 4^+ad  ^ p,, ..p*,,
- 3 i  X ' X X x" X. i. 1. 4. I
s-t-eFim
r*Vfe o
WrW.W.(rH:)r L X  L X U-aV
! L f . X . . (p...VCi»V
c . +  A 'T  k 4 3 r  l 4 k + l r  c - g ,  k - o . 4 ' * ,  l + k - o 4 r  a , + t * ,  0 * 4  r ,  . . . .  , 0 ^ 4 ^ ^  -  n % 4 r  ^
'  ^ r  g ’ I ^ U . i f x )
pi4n p%^ 4r
i n
Now if it i-B (3.1A) we take k e l ,  d = a = b -h c, the series 
on the left has a zero parameter in the numerator .% its sum 
is 1, and if we take no a’s in the series on the right and 
one p = — 2B—m, the series on the right of (3.1A) becomes
3*^=*> ] which by Saa3schütz ’ s Theorem
- Ü4- (^ m>T ( I  + Ab+e4Af^wk.,. /U4 b4c.4Av).,^,. (I 4 AÙ^ 'v .
U 4 b 4  C^ „.Ü4 A*^ „k _ ^  (b4i^,k lùv* l(4 A b 4 c 4 M & (r^ L  Ir '^ v
( I4 *^ » ,Ü +Ab4aV Â z  ^  *• C-b-mV(^ il3^ ^^ (fi3^ (^l+-t»4c+r^ v
.. we have the sum of a well- poised.,;: viz :-
,.^ p^ |^ b4c/^ ^^ )^ i^ %^*l4db4e.4fn, b»-m I _ Cl4b4«^ (l4dG)in . —  ^ VB?)
L  ^ . A4_AMc., I + % b ^ _ b-m , 14c, »4b-»&4m  ^ Cl4b")m 04aJb+S!T
This is not a particular case of Dougall’s Theorem, but the 
formula has been previously obtained by Professor Bailey with
b4c-» CO o#"kcb a — .
If in (3.1A) we take k = 1 and d = a = b 4- c, as before, 
we cafe also sum the hypergeometric series on the right using 
Dougall’8 Theorem if we take
aifel4^ , a%k CI3, Qm., R», pxfe I4g»m, pjfel+t-Qxipi+s-Kc-oa, p»» l+c-Q»^
where
<Xi^ 3 I 4  b4 Ac-4 m -  qx- g^ .
18.
In this case, the sum of the.,?,, on the right is
U +C.4 Mk',. Ü 4 b+C- Qv+ 0 4 k.4c- Ü + C.-Qx-Q^ V»h»v
0  4 - b f c . f  U  + c , - q * . +  v * H - v .  Ü  4 c . -  0 , 4  A 0  + b + c - a v - o a " )  w - y *
and we are led to Dougall’s Theorem itself in the following 
form viz,
U b tc , ) Q% » I 4 b + d c + m - Q x “ *^ 3 » )
I J l»q,  I4b4e-Q x, /4 b 4 c -Q j, 0x4^5.-t -m , 14fc»4c.4<v,
-  Cl4b+c^Wk0 +«--gx)«k(j4c.-oa),^04k4c,-gv'Q^m
C l 4 U 4 b 4 c - a C ) ,w k U 4 b 4 c .-a 3 \h ,  ( l 4 c . - q x r o ù w k
We cannot obtain any transformations from (3.1A),
Professor Bailey*^has used the formula (3.IB) to obtain 
transformations.
(4)
We now obtain transformations of basic series. To 
obtain such transformations, we use the fact that if
/l  . T
VB o where Uv. is independent of n then
^ C l ^ / k C k k ) . k \ X $ ,k/a, y.xxY ‘ ^
■r.3.ot-'3c)rk(od.),k (.«Tl^ik ^ Ô W^ y*Co0n^  ^ 1_ QuC^* , C%
a result which has been established by Professor Bailey. (3)
Using this result, we proceed to obtain, wherever 
possible, the analogues of the results which we obtained for 
ordinary series.
(5)
We start therefore with the basic analogue of 
Saakchiitz’s formula viz,
_ (.clIXLclIX
~ W V  w as
I V
L  dL, bc<^ *'/dL
proved by Professor Yfatson, and consider it in various forms 
from which, using formulae (c) and (è) we obtain transformations 
The cases which give results are
19.
n+|/c J («^ K Cc/oJb)>v
^  c^^'j oJs0^ **lc. J C^-^ÿ/ï\ (g/g^Yv
% 1  X bx{^LY lc^lÙ n __. (.5T.3)
L  «1^, gbcj^’'*Vc. J  LccçXldX)^
(5.1) We start with the formula 
b. cT-;  ^ Wo^.WÙwL C, o u b o H  J I S : W . Ü Z
Then ^
■«>^0 L<(^ >.L<rXL<rX Ct^U C«rXfoV.)n > 4 s  (ob.^''V5..
XvAojui. A» -a 5^ — OwkOL t  (.<g)yCt^ v q
/ CoV
Putting n =r + s^
^  CcAa>\.
^  ic^.L<rXL<rX ^  ioJ^ -k)y.
- ^ ~ y~  y*i\r+m (yW^4.% If" /aÀ)& Uy. t  / c
VS.0 43.0 '••4-R ((fOptt
  I zJt Y U-r- X Ï  Z*-^ i ^ 1
L ar,<^ , (fy,ey J
,•, we have the transformation
\  L^ /o^ 'n^ i^%Ÿ*ùt\^  |^U%)r Ay I c/t \  ^ ^  j C./ob* ’ /**R* * t
i.e. we have, using (5.1)
6 g / g ) « k  ( , c 7  b \ ^ , X  ^ » V t  ^  ( ^ ù r  t ^ i »  (  ^ ) * “  /  c f e \
v»»o Ce^i> Ctr,V(jdO.> vfe-o (q)yk CaV hfiVr (.«Oy
X ^  r W o i . /L .c ^ .  > t  ]  . —  L s -"^ )
L  «v<j- J
If in (5.1a ) we take onepu = and one <s*-s. cr* o^ oL t w e  obtain
20
(.<0y lùf / Oq^ T x5| r=-/®^ > ’» %1
W h  W/k Ccj},-UV C«rV L «'«(J J
Now, wesum the x^ , on the right using the analogue of 
Vandermonde’s Theorem
_ L d L l X k ^
CoL^ w
and replacing Ija^ X-v by(pV/ijX.we obtain the transformation
I i cjl a Lohflt^ (sJoi^ X xix ^ > *bl
L c, <r J CffV L  c . cJLa/c. J  '
This result is the analogue of (2,IB) as may be seen if 
we change the notation and write the above as
I - v w  «
^ % > V
e, F
% L'dtkèk^lf.laif  ^ jkla., t/t, <t/l - '=)
CF)h Le, eF/oJb -i
Now we use the analogue of Baalchutz’s Theorem to sum on 
the right of (5.1A) i.e. we take
/ * • ' * %  I T ' ' ” / * *  ^  " *L ' (F, =. tyMC^’^/oha' OAct cs\.-a.
Then
Cc/gV (cJt^n l(g^4,k q***
^  (.<,).> tc\,
= ' f '  (.tiw./ X )c.;«i>, , cT””' ;
= 5 ~ X. / cT L c X l l X l r l t X . i v a k l ^ ( i ^ ( ^ ‘- i f ^  
f 5 0 ( y i , t m U i / Z  6Âtff<lv
(since CaW  » IXL./(ATM'T . )
= X r k.yx. ; «^ 1
(<r\, (.«rUb/pue^n L g, cShJbiyc J Vc* _J
.*. we pbtain the transformation
i^.î'^ïg/ft.cVb, ^ L o k ih lX ( jr i jX  pg» b, yuu, cj*' j
L®*! c, _ (cz^n L c, cbüb/c, y*x^''/(r
21 .
i.e. with a change of notation
h '  v ]  X  u £ i « ■'*“ > ■=••
Le., f ) J tf)i> (e4 /oiaa\ L  ef/oJb, fe, J
— the analogue of (2,10)
(3.2) Now take the analogue of Saalschixtz ’s formula in the
form
ÆF... ur". ; 1/1 =L oefy, oJat^*'/c, J (c./eOi>ng
Then
> \aQ  t O x ) * '  L o J ^ P t f,<^ /n LOiJm l V»'* U«^ /
_ ^  CcVoAh -UikâJJU S Co^ y
h%r)m l<fù, ^ ( c J a c f ' /c ^ V  Cq[)r
and putting n = r 4 s and summing by (5.2) we have
l^ lX(jUiX lfA.X / iX
Â b TTI C^U G^ /b)s
-T" C/*i)y W v  / t-T (Jl* Tg/ob, c^/c, ,yAx<^  » t
^(tf.VCtfùyCc^V L  c^/b, fiîc^ Z dVc^ J*
and if we take t = q we are hd to the transformation (5.2A) viz
Wr,)y “ L < i^b, (Tve(;" J
We can now sum on the right using the analogue of Saalschutz’® 
Theorem, if we take
V C a ^ a ( c / s Y ( V - X c . ^ h
•KZO (c|jC)«
y Cctq lc)n-yk(c/t^y».y.
^  L ( a V - .
CcL)v(.<H~*^ -ir. (<||o(Y* (cxC|/c\ j^ l^ nU W  (
22.
we are led to the transformation
i T  ' = L cu f!c )„icJX _ X  aixFa..
which may be written
^fcx, b. ) o*^ /ai» % (cOm X iî». fob/c , (((''% *
L  c., be«^''*7o/ J  iXLoJalX L  e^'""V(X/
This formula (5.2B) is analogue to (2.2B),
/oJa / — C S .X B )
(5.3)
We now take the analogue of Saaich'iitziin the form
V y  - Y y  "
kixp*'' C  ■ “1/1 = A J Z IZ U - J Z jZ U J ^ ) J : J ^ X < = - l iX L c X
t—Cb jO-Le,^ /c. _ CcX ^X L oI^ Ù h (o/oJa^ Z
In this case, we take  ^ ^
T  LuJW Jv % ^
V> a O (.eg'*)», (oubq’'’’/oVn
Then ^  ^  ^
Co /q À -^k «\ t  y&rk ^ ^  (c./eJb)>, (.bX  ^  ----
»ao WO,k YIS.O Ws Cffi^ nCoOs VB.O
= T  / cf T  ^ To/ab, /L«V /''-f '» ^  7
^feo 6ffiVC<J%V L  Cm <^> J
,*. Butting t = q and using (5.3) on the L.H.S. we obtain the 
transformation
J *  I b , J c /a ,  -  Jcjo. , J s ^ i a J c ^ j g , c ./b . y U ,, y&x 1
L  -12» c/g, <3*., <s\,
/  c g Y  X J  p / = ^ .  H * ' - W ' / n
V 3 0  ( .o )y .  (c f) )»  ( ( f ù y  ^  )  L_  ■ > ®*l ^ * * "4 1  - iC c ^ L c r , ) * C « v ) y ( & ) * .  " t T '
First we sum on the series on the right of (5.3A) by taking
one and one a-a c^'**'/co then we have JWkt'zcjy,
[ b, JE/g* T Jc/g, JcÿeL,- Jcc^/g, c/b, j
- Jc, Jca » - Jco , g/g, o'*'^*'/ob J
z ^  LJ^L CxTb^ r^ JSqX* W»" / Ç5 X X i î î .  r<=*/«^ > ‘ R/
Cc^ V (c(''*VoJ)y.W^L biSj)v L <^"""'70/
_ ^  Co)y (.JbX*C-J^ YÇJbê})v (p[pV (pc^ buù (.oi>)n (pJU^LW,..(.c/b\
V® ol^y. (t^ /cuiy. (-Jc^ X- (.Oub^ ir* (.c)»* (c(^)y. (c/b) (^ .  ^(g^ Tw ,
24.
(6)
We now consider the analogue of Dougall’s formula 
which was first proved by Jackson (11) viz
Fa., b. c, oi, ; %
L v/ÔL. - Ja> ox^ lb.ojc^ ld.. Qx^ /e,
_ CouC^.k (cUQ/CioL)rk L ^ J bcüm U*ïA*iU & a .
CoX^/b)r» LojC^ C,)n (oüC^/oL),,(cut^/bqcb)y,
Jackson’s proof followed the same general lines as Dougall’s 
proof of his theorem. The case in which we take Jackson’s 
formula in the above form has been investigated and leads 
to the formula given in Tract —J(8,5) (1) — a transformation 
between two well-poised .oS^ ’s.
(6.1)
We now proceed to investigate the other form of 
Jackson’s theorem, which yields a result, by taking the 
analogue of Dougall’s theorem in the form
1 Fg,. b.  ^ ' %
~ (.04^)^ (ouc^/cetV (.ox^*‘*/boL)n Ukxjx. k. =■ 0?c^ /bct(/ . — (L.
(otc^/b),v (o4^*7dl^.,.(put^/bcdL)rt
If we write
L 'L ^  3a / fe rkt '%
. (pY'C-iT'T^"*' O/a),
then (6,1) may be written as
8-"% I®-'* ^ *
L Jo.j —Jg.j ouoib, CM» */c., oJo’'*VoC, 04 /k , c I
tJkuuk
k z cJ(^/ bcoLc /^ ,  ^ C. i^  /L 'K,
_ la^ ).k (oj:^ lecÙ.,( Ja^/W?).k(r ^ I
( o ^ / Ja^j^rx (t ^
If
- 22 H  (olc^ A,
Then^ (o^'"'/c.),.
^ (jxje^n (c)n (c/ohn yjL J»kt^ n^
‘ fe O C (o^ k («îV Cgl),k(o(^ld)m (cu^d).
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Putting n =rfs and using .....
AtkJS^ JiKt
• C " 4 » '
(c u ^ 'V k V * (riT
C k j E j ^ / o i , .  I  ik J c iS  r + *  =  !  /  .
Thus , ^  Lkùn (.k/o)» L<Ù>tLc-lo)n
(.c^n (oi^ v^ (.<n\(c^ K(cj^ /a\ (cm^ /cLV 
.Cj^s t-CrX+s (tfû»-vï tc^id^s(,û4^/oÙjM,T»sos-o
-V W&,. I cjbU J ^ J L ^ ^ "Ç r CX|^ > kA%,c.^o.,yA,(^»y*^% j ^
y= 0  / 1— OU^ Vf^ i cJcLy <fx.c^ ^
Using Jackson’s theorem on the L.H.S. and taking 
O^T =• (pc i>  (r <^y5i)v iÙv.C^ ! L'^o^-r (7 Jc^-r [ouC^i^y
we obtain the transformation
i i 5 ' , o p ic . / c L ,  c u j/c o L , > fc j /b o L j-  J ô ÿ G L ^  c ^ < £ J S L ,-< J ^ Æ C t, t ,  k>  y U .) /» v .y J lj t r / t
L  - J ô ÿ ï ,  c^ JoJcL,-<^j0j5.j (fL
~ \  (x^ y.(cjJ^ yi,('-C^ J^ y, j,Ùr> y / ûOÙc,t
W , .  W .  iojt^lcùx^  (jt^ V CJa^rt A .  (<M^ /Ùy* ^
i ^ b  k k ,  c/&, yA.ci]", ; t I.  - - -  {.»o .IA)
L  <^ lcL,cr,c^ , , 0-3C(T J
If in the hasic series on the R.H.S, of (6,1A) we take 
>Ai -  /»•. /*!♦= % ^ '  *î/ >
Cr, Z J e ,  < T v --JE , 03= C^/yU.) «Tif  ^ >
we obtain on the R.H.S. of (6,1A) the series
c k , J Z ,  + c^ *'1j z , y u /^ , ; c ^ T
3lrf| U  ■* r r lf*V -rv*T+l IL ,c«^  J c , Jc, J
for this to be well—poised we require d; k/c and if we
are to sum it by Jackson’s theorem we require the further 
condition that y *  a ohocj^^’/ k V
26.
If the parameters have these values, we have as the sum of
the
and using
(.CUC^"'”V> ^   ^/(.û^  (.'O
the sum
(k /o^ir (.ûx^/k^ {k^  ^»(®^ k^\^ (c^ /kX (oc/kV &LC^* /kL(o/^ k (pix][*^'L 
.'. substituting in (6.1 A) we have
\ W n W w ( f | E L l / h h Q i ' ^ K ( . t x c ^ c / k * - ) ^ ^ IJcV W.Cc^/^..k{'llc((fklWcl(kV(ü.(J^^
% Cc<|ï>>(o»<u:^/k^V(c^ik'^n(5>^^
(cwa£^/k^.^to^n (cu<^ k^ X
. .*. we obtain the transformation
L^,i pu, -c^ Ja, Jk,-Jk, Jk^ .-^ .yjutj^ Ve., kfjpt, t ic ^^ 'lk y c^'' > I
h VcL) -Jo., CLCjJJk.-Out^ Jk) ouc^ *Vk> k(jj^’/a, cw^  J
- ''('=4/k)»»(cucx^ Wh(ckc,l/x)^
X N  (^/k\ vÆ^,- Æÿ.) xA^,-Jk^, o^/k , p  ""
L  v/c, - Jc>oi^ /k^  cx^/yiA, k^Q, x^ÿjk, c^kOk.-Q JG3k, ck/a, <u:|^ J
where
j<l =, d"acj^*'^ //j^ .
Formula (6,IB) is a transformation between two well- 
poised .K^ „'s, though not of general type, and is the analogue 
of (7.41) of Cs).
27.
If on the right of (6.1 A) wetake a = ho, oneyx ^ 
■'■aJoVcc ; t-<?*) k has then the value^/otthe series O]and one <r'-=e£'/ - k on the 
left of (6,tA) terminates after the first tarm. and has thus 
sum unity and we obtain from (6.1A), the sum of a certain :: 
series,
V/ith these values (6.1 A) reduces to 
I %^  (c./qf^ F 'i | .
By the analogue of Saakchutz’s theorem, we have as the sum 
of the aîx the right
j(xq^  ^ [ a t q t c)» (ox^^ io^)-r^
)n-f' (a.<^/c )^,r. (.<XC|^/cT
we are led to the formula
ou» c^Jôk» - - v/3^ 1 Jc, ' /c. ') [
L -./s.,'-la, q,./c^/cT, - 0,/^/cT, cu^/Jfc,acj^’^/a^ J
% (cu^ n (.Q»^/c**)r> .   /t . IC.J
This formula which gives the siun of a well-poised 
is the analogue of (5.1B) with a = h + c and has not been 
obtained previously.
(7)
As the formulae (6.1G) is of the type which can be used 
to obtain transformations^we now investigate it in this 
connection,
y6, . f  h i h à Z A h h   where
<a4r> •=. (r9 (r
(.JaV^ JSV (■*<L v/^7fc)yx J^y.(j cu^ /JcV (cx^f (c^r*
then
>,aO icxx^^ -rao (cx^ /^o^ r-
and putting t = <^ ol~ql T\ c y+s we are led to the transformation
a'ïvp'c^ /^c-'j/x.^». > I X 4 ^ i , oolc.,/*'([,/Aucf ;
L J >.o(.cu )^x^&.Vt(rO.  ^ L OLC^'% J
Now we choose j <r*5 so that we can sum the series on the 
right of (7.1a) by Jackson’s theorem i.e. we take
/** > yMt* j Ic , yus - ' OUE|^ / Jc. , yx% % ]
/y*' ^ (Sa&Oü^/cyji:^, (f;, , ox^lJc, , (SL* A  }
28.
where the parameters satisfy the further relation that
thus the sum of the , Ey on the right is
and .*. from (7.1A( we obtain the transformation
ro><^/c>, açyjc.,-a<^ /Æ., yx,* yi^ , yx%, j
L cxx^^/æ ,- cu^/Jc, cucj^/y*., cècÿc.jjii^ o^^yx,, oS^^Vc.1/
«x+l
n
= Co^Cjf^/c^K( , < x < ^ ( o ^ y / x X  
Coxj^ i.* (<X£^ /yjy4.v!ir.toî<^ V<y4tV (,c^ (^ /cyxC),x
^ yx. >yj-j.,yi4 , a./c., Ja, - Jc, Jc^ .-Jc^ ,
L cu^ /yxt, ox^,\cxj^, axg/Jc,-a^ Jc.^  ûuJÇ ,^~q.J^c. ,
where yx^ yx^  =. /c..
' The i3k is nearly-poised and the product of the 
denominator parameters is ^  times the product of the 
numerator parameter^ the ,^'5„ is well-poised. It is 
the analogue of
f^g. jOK-l-SLouyl-l-xK, t. &, oL,-m j ~l _ •tiC,IHC-h,H-Ky2,H-K-dL,H-K+^ J Ll-1-cù^U-hK-i^r^O'h
— C.^ ■ /&)
X ,p.h , Uia,_b, o.ot, i+Q.-<, ita^K, k: a ^  , 1 a formula given 
act, /+a-b,i+A-c,/+a-d»A+tK, tx» A t W K ,  Ï W m  J
by Professor Bailey"^with K» »+atxr«i, fc=Ai. cmAx.o««<. daoj
Footnote. +  (8.41) of'CO.
29.
(8) We now consider identities of the Rogers —
Ramanujan type. The two identities discovered by Rogers 
and then rediscovered by Ramanujan are
I +  t ....................
= i...............................
=  ^I  -
In these formulae the indices of the powers of ^ in the 
numerator on the left are o n @ L w h i l e ,  in the products 
on the right, the indices of the powers of q form two
arithmetic progressions with difference 5. These identities
were obtained in a paper published by Rogers in 1894, (12), wh 
where they appeared as corollaries of a series of general
theorems. They seemed to escape notice in spite of
their particular elegance until Ramanujan, who had. then no 
proof of the formula, but has arrived at them by a process 
of induction, communicated them to Hardy in a letter sent 
from India in Feb. 1913. Further proofs were published by 
Rogers, Ramanujan and Schur, (12) ,4 Watson, (10% Rogers 
third proof and Ramanujan’s proof were the same in 
principle, though the details differed; they consisted in 
establishing the preliminary lemma
I +  f  - . . II.
c ;   U- . F)
jl i. f  1  -
kJi L . . U-<r^ J and then using JacobÀ’s
well known formula
and putting a = 1 oxvbL o- -s. » we have the
required results.
In 1929, Watson published his proof of these identities. 
He pointed out, that equation (8,1) was the limiting 
form of a much more general identity viz
c., d. A. f, ^  TL 0u:|jc,oüS^/ûL, ox|/e, J
1 V +. » 1,1 -  dJ ^ «.-ftt/a,, ax^ /cL J
f a ol* 'Oa (M w*.  ^ ,
which Watajbn proved,"by induction, after establishing as a
preliminary lemma the analogue of Saakchiitz’s formula viz;—
L cu^ /c. » ox^ /cO J L(c.-ou^*‘)(o(-cxx^ *V
30.
This he proved by equating coefficients of x~ in the 
expansions of both sides of Heine's equation,
M  = .ÎO < >.I| J’if'”''V/“)L  ^ J L  ^ y
It is however, easier to obtain (8.2) as in the Tract. If in 
(8.2) we make c, d, e, f, g oo then
^  U'). = L - i T ,
and we arrive at (8,1), Watson then obtained the Rogers- 
Ramanujan identities as in their proofs.
Watson’s proof was extremely interesting in that it 
shewed the Rogers-Ramanujan idehBLties to be essentially 
limiting cases of transformations of basic hypergeometric 
series. Since Watson’s proof was published, further 
identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type have been obtained 
from basic hypergeometric series in particular by Professor 
Bailey and Mr. I^son. We now proceed to consider identities 
of this type.
(8.1) As the formula (6.10) giving the sum of a well- 
poised has not been obtained befote, we obtain its 
limiting form, to see if it leads to any new identities of 
the Rogers-Ramaniflam type.
If in (6.10) we- let c-^co it becomes 
Now let n cQ in this and we obtain
. I t V  ( 0 - I- i T ^ ^  ,
Putting a = 1 in this becomes
which is a classical result due to Buieg.
3 U
(9) We now study identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan
type which can be obtained from 3 formulae due to Professor 
Bailey, The following notation is used throughout this 
section.
~
ocf» % I — at ^ at^» — I ao.  ^ • a (.ac^i\ ^ acr» • \ % ac, ac^ iCp - - •>
-r> ■**! V V T- \ I m TT 1-
3t#\ ^ w x  > «-» ' *  at, aCj, - . - at,\ , ac., • > t .  ac, aty • ^  >
I I ^  I »• Iat. % at«q . , ac. • ■=. ac^  •
abbreviations with bars @.g. ! ,
formulae are:—
f - _ -f -ftuo.V^/.,Xi-o?-X) ~ 
i 4- V  L- i r ^  ~






I + T  c-iTwL,Cp:). ,
X p + CL' ajAi V  0-Q^ ^^ >\>% (l-
L »-»a I at*! ((w/^1^3,^
i h
L LI - 041"^^
(.h ^evr< — OAt /A|/ A at "1
7  ^J" 0-3)
These formulae were obtained from the following 
result of which the methods of obtaining transformations 
which I have previously used afe particular cases.
If
then    (9.4)
32.
The proof is simple, for
pQ ct 
Ti~a v»aoTn = -n
J"
" ^  3 cÎtT j fl%
7» % O  .%■» O
= 2^ % /lir , assuming that the series converge 
and that thV'change in the order of summation is permissible.
If we take ^
•» JÇ-0 obtain using the basic analogue of
Gauss ’ s theorem,
V'' - I cxv/ \ I] ) C l - ' ) ( ) - j.
Hence, using (9.4),
="|P" 1 1 y “ (j^^ )*^ (AÙr^___.-Cs.s)
,r.t, L(i-cv*40-.«.nr^,yC) J é r o L a ^ u M ^ u X  VT'' '
Taking , ,
X  ( - l V ( l - o y < ^ ) ( c L A ^ r , - v  ® - ac.^ /a f t^ '.
ylo is obtained from the formula:—
o .^  ac. J Â  J -  ac  J Â ^  la , C j  a c T ^  ') o a J * * *  ~ |  _  (o a c ).» (o A t/ < x l.^
__ J c L , O in (H a ,< w )t/c , o M  J  i o j x f Ù r , ( a n c l ^ y ^
and we find that
■= ( c w h j . ^ / a e . f  ! io ? a c  I  irv
Changing a into a^, x into x* in (9.5), we obtain (9.1).
If we take Q , \ e  sum using Jackson’s
analogue of Dougall’s theorem and we obtain j o ^ U . i ^
substituting these values in (9.5) we have (9.2Q.
The formula (9.3) was obtained using different & Vs 
We use the formula
 ^ obtained fromL ^  , Cl-cwxT^ O-AV. /p^L f^-GU J
^8.5 (2) of the Tract by letting c, e and putting d = 1
Then if
h  ^  —  /-°orip<i»UHcvt"'i-°or<f,+/».)! X irR'-°*X/>xi-°*”'/'>v)
L j --■ I -— ^
When , we obtain
( 1^^1% y3| I
( 9 . 6 )
The formula (9.6) combined with the values of 
used to give (9.2) gives (9.3).
3 3.
The results obtained may be divided into three groups, 
viz:— identities of the Rogers^Ramanujan type, identities 
in which we have the difference of two false ^  series 
expressed as a single sum, and identities in which we have 
the sum of two false ^ series expressed as a single sum.
In the last case, the identities obtained are rather 
complicated and their only interest appears to be in their 
existence. The formula (9.3) gives linear combinations of 
results in practically all cases.
For thé sake of completeness, I shall include identities 
which have been obtained previously. (3 5 & (4). As the 
method used is the same for the various identities of 




The following formula have already been obtained from 
the formula (9.1)
Identified of the Rogers-Ramanujan type. 
ou's. I gives
(9.1 A)
'  II I I
-  .
* A . % ae. g iv e S
Z 3 I 11
•-» =. O ^  V». I • a I
yoi =si - Jc55> yOx”* ou-s. I gives
3r?- % J pq iwc'
y  ^ _____________' T Y l : ________ _
= o ac^  I ac% | C
A, % - VoCaC, OL^t ac. glVeS
\ ' ' ^ ^
/-- -   a l\vM a O * f
ac. - ~TT^ (I
«UTT“ ' JJ. ii.y-'-'T "  '
COWêuMjoL Vtrs JoyUMU O O rr’J ij* * \C ^ J 4 iu ^  u w d ^ a*>oldju. ,
Identities of the false *9* se ries type
^ OÔ. cu % aft-i  J<xa& , yO gives
3  A  I
Qrubt» g iv e % , xA Ou X irs U U t C«A<^ lKrioXuM.O
^  xL.%! ^
Further identities have been obtained as follows;— 
identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type
yOiS-o. 3t > yAv-^oA, CL.-s. I giveS
Ji, i ,
|0, 3 - oT'aC. , cA, 0^ ?c CC.^ giVSS
CT..- (...^-R~~ y ^ l '
35.
Identities of the false S' series type
3 3
y O ,  - O ^ X .  ,  y o ^ -
xJ rb .
•= ac. , ou3 OC.,
r “ '
c J ^ C u n A tM ^  ac. JLrûtô
(9.IB)
We can also obtain a result of the third type by taking 
Pf — a^ ’X J  ^ & a = X ,
We give the proofs of (9.1 A) and (9.IB)
In (9.1) l?t 4y3j.-^oO and we obtain 
V*  ^ I n + ^  (o>A(\-, 0- 04^
• ^ ~ R I 3 3 ï d  Ji,I^55^L 6-,r\ 2_o ***' ]
Taking a = 1, we have
«0 -V 3r»^
y  ,  - f  _ i _  H  ^ f -
6 :  «'J. w L  — ('--•“VL „4t
\
■ ^ = m = ? w r  Ji, u-x"")L ér,
I 0 " .^  ) n * - . Q  . . . - I  ^ 1 _ vtk)  '
.. I . .
z Tal » I
►»3C . 3C^ . .1 y i R T
3 JL
In (9.1) take = —a^ x , = x, a = x and we have
Y  6-iT
.~^rcn-x?*')Q-x?**') 1 ^  Fn- y  c-tT
•m%| L >^3 I atn! {-»% ix?l^
R.H.S.
Ui— ’X a O  + h3|
r\ii _ «=%
and changing x into x the R.H.S. becomes
36.
L, ►'■=-0 ,
Changing x into x^.
0'ac*Xl'3c'’%. + - • (.• + ^‘“‘)
becomes —
■ • X ‘-.HS.V- a y
U - xl'-') ^  *'• ! ac,*" •".
/. we obtain the identity
- 1
r^^a acjr ! «.n ' . '"'-o I
37.
(9.2)
From the formula (9.2) the following identities 
have already been obtained.
Identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type 
yo,, oo, I gives
I . J -  , -  L.-aAy
I I L l —
P* > yOv-’k OÛ, A. 3 ac gives
ft a O acn ! **.,4%I »^'3| C I - sc’')
I and finally changing x into x^ gives
^ ,s  -JoM i oo, AS. S3 gives
o a c . » ! ' *'=• (l-sc.**)(,l-.atî*'
|0,a-JA, -4 irfjJ A3 I gives
I i - x y  _ - f  U - . C - X , ,
ISP I acn«i I ac»s 1 Kn H, i>\p , (,1 — *•**'
yo, *-JS, 00, Û.. ac. and finally changing x into x^ gives
ya,3-J5Li ^3^ 3-1537, I ^nd changing x into x^ gives
»  ^ - T  - 'f' 0+%.s(i-xr''l
acwJacn!  ^ n3, U-oc‘')0-oc^ '’) +
,^ =-/Â. yovc ' A 5 :ac. and changing x into x^ gives
h 3  0^.«%4% • ..a I
Identities involving false «J' series 
yO|s J ^ ,  y03-^  oP, <xa ac^  gives
- - f  ■ —  I"» .
Further results have been obtained as follows:—
38.
Identities of the Rogers •"Ramanujan type 
■p, yOi.-=>oû, a = 1 gives
t f  - ir t T
■>yi-«*"')
This result may be written
I,-.-) x^U->cS/i-x'-')f ' I'-W + -f F Z i f
n = o(=c.»!y‘ac,»*,î| = I *'' Cl-3C*'X)-
which shows that it is the sum of two known results.
p# =-s/5.ae., yo^ ^^ oo. a = gives 
&T !
~~ïîTxFr[r’^i 'N's» ( I - « , ' * * ' ) J
and this again is a linear combination of two known results
3 3 L= X , Pa. = X a = X gives 
I + _ L  _ y  L:c 1=^ .4,. =c   - iru-zcM
K*. ( [à.*].,.,
where ] JTlr.*, denotes . . .. 0-*.^*"^*®).
Identities of the third type
In all three identities x has been replaced by x^ to give 
the final result
P2 - yo^ -4 oA, a = 1 gives
~ - - - — . .\r» « I  - "
> -  ( 9 . 2 0 )f -  ^  Tn. y t i A l f
A i  -■-•• L ;4r a:''- «
I. 5 VoC, > a = x*gives
A J  ^  t - n ^ “ L „ A - E 3 e ' = 3 . = c , v
>2 z - JoL, yzvA iJ o M ^ a = 1 gives
^   ^^y.-sx,!! r, +
^  I ill —I ^ I ■ I
^  -A " »S.|A • . \ dOi «
39
We now give the proof of (9.2A)
In (9.3) let p, ip^ -^ oo then, since
we obtain
I + ^ i s s d ,s-i A  ac-
I 1 (onAtis-l I X \
'io-o.x->) L Z  y F T  J
putting a = 1, we have .
+ f  wL-.x,"'" -f -_i_ Ï Ï f
At ocJUV, ■'-'J. 0-*"')L !
How
i-'L, z.
=e*^ I % (.1- , (_L
/. R.H.S.
I C* * ^
Hence, using Jacobi’s formula
Z - y  % \ '  ■ .'tf-iÇ'X'-C'Vl'-x)
with q = X Sb z = x ^  we have 
I 4- ^  zr^ M • U'
n 3 I • « a i  ^J_ ■sc,**')
(9.2B) is proved as follows.
Putting p, = + Jam and letting (9.2) becomes
I y. ^  CJE^ ., , I (riT ac.^  V
^ fl +• ^  ia)ii?{„;,(l-w*")a*'‘x. ^  1  ~]
L A t y  ! ivCzy" J '
( 9 . 2 D )
40
and patting a = x , we obtain
^ A t y ï i ; y :  \ ! ,
Now, divide both sides by (1 — x^) 
R.H.S. , O-xpp + y
L A t o - ^ )  j
^  A t -J
^  q.?-+Ln
" Z -  - z -
qr?--4-ia«]
L.H.S.
(putting n 4- 1 = N in the second sum)
i• ^ r^ (r ly^Zft ^  '*
"  I  0 ~ zeF) (.«1.**^^,« tt I
= _ i _  + ÿ- 
('-*■0 A7(.l-=c)Ü-.fXl-«.OU‘Ov..,
(I-«A Z♦>•« I ae.Tnn ! (I+«-■')
. y  I'll % ^ y-»L - > = “
n £ o
(9.20) is proved as follows
In (9.2) take = + JÂM and let p^ -^ oo then we obtain (9.2L). 
In this take a = 1, then
■(i-«rP[i +- V  w L , l i . y ) Z ^I -  irtZi^F +- V  w L x i . y
A-J- K.,1 ">a 1 Cl-«ri "»> S»« ! (.*>
Now change x into x^ and we obtain,
E.H.S. = |1 + y  (I + y  ^  j
mat
Q 9 C ^ ( j  - 3(^  • - •
(^1 -ac^  (j- nc^ O- , . .
M
:S. 4*^  3n
ac
-  + 1 . *




When we change x into x^
 u - y ' )
becomes (.1-(j- Ü-«!")............. j
). . . !
» I
* ■ « - 1  ■
becomes
W L . , becomes
:■. becomes I /oc., Î !
changing x into x^ the L.H.S, becomes 
we obtain the identity
—  A t ■— n-L V.** I
Results of the third type, but of even greater 
complexity, may be obtained by taking p^ = - la, + JS5, o-» zc j
p ,  ™ -  J  A M  > +  J ô M . ,  O -a. /  > «< A  a. 3c?  )  p  , a. JÔ Û , % -  J o L  4  O- a  .
( 9 . 3 )
Usi:^ the formula (9.3) the following resuljks have 
been obtained.
Identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan Type 
S' = 1 gives
^  l^+TTW 3 I
« a o Z C r t *  %  i i% w
i%a. o _ «3 I Cl—ac*'')
P# ~ —^ <v>t a — X gives s Wf\\
N  ae. ao„ • 4- 3C. )  ^  -__  % j)    ' •■ — “  J ---------------------- — ------- -— -r— ------------ -
na, ( i% ? ) ( u Z r %
P* =-Jqu , a = gives
42.
Identities of false ^  series type 
Pi = + a = gives
A _ _ _  ^  I ' *''® '** ‘
■Vrtl
The only other results which have been obtained are 
linear combinations of identities as follows:-
Pi = - JôMj a = 1 givesas.
4N1.Q J6,
For Pi = -JÔÛ3L a = 1, we obtain a linear combination of
-  o  cc-n Î acr..(! ^  I U - ,w . ' ' ) ( i - a c 'H  ^
j o - y y :
I at** I ««.* ac^! aci.,! j '^1-%*") zc,  ^ (  I - O -
A-Ô ! ! ..i, 7'
' j r O - y X i - y " ' * )  .
A X . . .! X ,  ! - . !  ! ' J ,
If we take = +JH., a = , we obtain a linear
combination of two results of the third type, and similarly 
for p 1 — "k" J qm j a = 1 .
Tp shew how these linear combinations of results arise, 
we obtain the formula (9.3A). In (9.3) put = - JôSt , 
then we have
( ^  ^  f- aTcc'' Z
=C..x' (JoIm)
,-to.c.ix9n+ .y-i , f  1,
J ,  0-a~“i ,  A  L-IŸ" J
and putting a = x this becomes 
I 4- f-z




=0-y Ÿ J h A ü l —  t  * ('t T  n - y ' " 7 i - «*")  .
For the I.H.S.
I 4- £
' ac.» ! (.zc.*^-4^-,
. , H . - i - î ^ ! y _  - ( i - . ' > y y ^ [
y,—  I I 1 I I O * ZCm.% . l .- * ac« . ^ 41* ZL„*, * ,•3t*> Cf,4l »^>4Ï '
X(.»''4i>%) 3 I
ac« •^U-ocY f  ! t » 0 _ Y f  ^
y / IV • I 4__ )Jr% C=L« : ) ZC^4i • ■ M3 c 3C,n . I _ Ilrs^  V-^ n• / - r, — w • dCnvI * ■ *
and dividing both sides by (1—x)^ we obtain (9.3A)
Three other methods of obtaining linear combinations 
of known results are as follows
(1) In 19.21 by taking pi-jue. -, a = x\
(2) In (9.2) by taking = x^, a = x %
(3) By taking oC« = AfT0 - ^
in (9.4) and using (9.6) to give the values of «<
%n
44.
Results obtànable from Searb formula.
We now consider a formula which has been proved by 
I).B.Sears.
The formula is as follows;—
P  S i  3 O i Q W S ,  k , ( o x ) ' zcl  +  IOÜUM io^ 'i . . .  > ^  Oo. I
where the parameters are a, q^ , . . . . w oc. 3 tpq,T(c».. . .
P “ "l^ ll CrL^ Ja^  , p/oivl j Crla-r^ Qr>lQ^\ ,
pajQ^ Q^ j^ G ( c v / a - » . , Q x Q > /q i ) ^  ,
Si(x)= ,
-^o
S(a)= Ÿ  ('-“f b
« - ft
M N _
G ( q i ^  , . .  ) b i ,  - .  bjil -  I f  I  \ \  G - ( b v > ) ,
«3,
L f>Qi/avj . . . .  I pQi/owti
Ift’T' Qv * Û^Q-l/Q», * • • >d»Q'M»/Qn QvQit»i/q»i
L PQ../QI-, pO«/«v ) ............................
forr = 2 to M + 1,
For the meaning of idem, the sum
2~ > Qi, Qi.i > • • ' ®ii%
is written as
g(a,, Qx, . - ■O  + (ctwM (a,') Qx» Qi> ... ohV
The second term of the sum coming from the first by interchange
of ai 4 Qv etc.
We shall follow Sears and replace the q used in the 
notation of basic hypergeometric series by a p.
Sear’s formula gives a relationship between (Mf 1) well- 
poised of perfectly general type. If however, we
introduce the special form of second and third parameters into 
the basic series, the number of series is reduced by 2 and we 
obtain a relationship between (M-1 ) well-poised series
of fyp®
a,.Q«4i/c>i i
jAr^  /qm+1 j
44.
Also
Results obtsbable from Searb formula,
V/e now consider a formula whioh has been proved by 
D.B,Sears.
The formula is as follows;—
P 3 QvQ(qC^ S, ld*iM (o^ ’, -■ >^ «+«1 Oo. \)
where the parameters are a, q^ , , . . , 4 ac. 3 lpq,T(Q, ^ . q^V‘.
^  , p / a - r ) j  a v / o i l ^  ,
p Q , I I T  G [cv/q3, QxQip./q«1^ >
o
G(a)= Ÿ  ('-“f A
« - a
G(q,^  - •• )Qw") b|, bjil ~ I GrlyXy^ I  11 G-(brl,
=- M+l^K I Ov>
L pQ,/axj . .
* Z k )  3  Q r - i  O v O x / Q i »
L  p q , . /Q i,p Q « /o v ,
forr = 2 to M + 1 .
5 J ^
I P^j/omvi
^ Q t Q 't - * / q i > û>Oir*i/ q * i QyOw4,/Q, J ZC.
pq« A m+i j
For the meaning of idem, the sum
«f '
2  ^ Ï Q ù ,  O c . i  ^ • • •
is written as '
g(a., Ox, Qrtl + »<=hm Qxj Qj> - . CXnV
The second term of the sum coming from the first by interchange 
of ai 4 Qv etc,
we shall follow Sears and replace the q used in the 
notation of basic hypergeometric series by a p.
Sear’s formula gives a relationship between (M+1 ) well- 
poised of perfectly general type. If however, we
introduce the special form of second and third parameters into
the basic series, the number of series is reduced by 2 and we 
obtain a relationship between (M-1) well-poised series
of the type
44A
I — r-.'5*' ; jQi, ). ) P&M — %M-1 I ' I h '
Q% ' •
' - We'are concerned here only with basic series,but analogous results
for ordinary series could be obtained by considering the integral
iTT^
JsvmT dxH-t^ rO + qrciH-*J^ -----
taken round a large circle which avoids the poles of the integrand. 
By considering residues at tîfe poles of the integrand,we obtain a 
relationship betwean (.M r-iV well-poised ^ Iw-t of the type;
,-i 1^ \ Î , q>->
I
Z . Q 1 )  l + a r c ^ v >
45.
This method was given by Whipple (16).
It should be noted that there is no relationship 
between the parameters in either of these oases. All the 
results connecting more than two and those connecting 
2 or more given in the Tract, involve relations 
between the parameters.
The fgyrmulae given by Sears and Whipple are useful in 
the consideration of bilateral series of hypergeometric 
type, series which are infinite in both directions.
These series are defined as follows
pHpP" ' Y
Lpi >
where 4 have the usual interpretations viz
( c l ) . »  3  c j u i c x - h i )  .  -■ ( o . 4 h - I ^  4  C c x l - n  ' z  A l - c x V  •
(As in the case of generalised hypergeometric series, z is
omitted when it has the value 1 ,) 
d * "V ~ 2~~ j
L  fi't fiXi • • I P'T J M3-.0 I
jJUlc (q<)p,>»z. O'cJXhajW ' ' 0”ap*''*l 4 (*^lp,'vi, ' l / ( l -  Qjji)0~ ~ ' (I" )• !
The bilateral series by which pHp omi are defined |
can be divided into two parts, one consisting of terms for [
which n is positive and zero, and the other of terms for 
which n is negative. Thus, we have immediately that
I
p H p p ' -  - • C ' A  ['■ I'/oi.iY». ■ • a-/Op
Lp*} /»Xi '  L J  O'jf) ' tl-Jp) L ^"4,) J j
The analogues result for basic bilateral series is easily j
seen to be Î
> 1 4%. )  •
yO l, ^ X i  ' • • » yQ-r -J
1 1. — ' ( f  o
^  J
, 46.
Thus we see, that using Sear’s formula and (10.4), we 
can express a well-poised > with the special form
of second and third parameters^ in terms of (M — 3) well- 
poised • Similarly, ?/hipple’s formula and
(10.3) give a well-poised , with the special form
of second parameter, in terms of (M — 3)well-poised
These bilateral series do not seem to have received 
much investigation. In 1907, Dougall (8 ) gave the sums of 
a xHv and. ou , though Dougall gave the results in
terms of sums of products of gamma functions and not in 
terms of bilateral hypergeometric series. In 1935, 
Professor Bailey^^gave the connection between Dougall’s 
formula and the more general results for ordinary 
hypergeometric series, of which Dougall’s results were 
special cases. In the samtpaper. Professor Bailey gave 
a method of obtaining transformations of bilateral series 
from transformations of terminating series both of the 
prdinary and the basic type. This method yielded several 
new results as well as those given by Dougall.
(10.1)
We first take M = 5 in Sear’s formula, the parameters 
being a » , . . . . . . Since we are concerned with series which
have the special forms of second and third parameters, we 
takeq&=.pM,,QL^ -pjQ. then, = 8, / ^  = 0 and Sear’s formula
gives a relation between*4 well-poised viz
^  T ® ' '  Q L . Q i . Q u ,  ûin> Q» , Qq , Qi* ’> ^
L  / Q i JQi. p Q i/O v ,p Q ilQ j, pQ,/au> patlQ-i. (>Qi|Q8. pQt|Q<|.p Q . /o -
I ' - - ' ' ' i ‘
X  io^«^ I Qx, Qi.Qi/Q., QxQu/q., QlÛ-j/q,, OiA«|(J, y <HOtoo|Qi ’) X.
L Q x/JQ i,-Q L/jcrf,p8v/Q „ pOL/Oa, p O x /o ,. p o v /a t ,  pOx/Q^,  pAv/û ,#
-f idem(a,^ ; q# ) 
where x = '
Now, in this formula, take ki = p, then using (10.4) the 
first dh-the fight hahd side combines with the
on the left -hand side to give an and the other two
feduce to . Thus, ' " '
~ ' - - - -, J, r : - !■ , - I" r
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^  (I-Q,p^ Yqi%- p^ ' /ogYl- ft *'/chXl- ,
r>• o 0'■ Qip*^ U-ja oizp Xi-Au|TXl-O-^p^/qiK^ " Q**p^ 0
^ j^Jo#, - pJOi $ Qj , Qi* , Q«i, O®* Oio > p Qi/QjP^Oiq^QqQio
L  JE, -  Jq„ pQi/oi. pijou* pQi/Qfv pQi|o», pOi/Oio
’*-® (l-Q,p/a»)(|-. p‘*'/Qi)ll'Qup/Qi)0-O |^^ ^(l-Qz j^4i)(l- Qi^/ûc)(j“ Q»Qu^ /oi)
X p^ /J5,v-pQj/jQ,,QiO,|q,yQ30^ /Q,,QjQ4|Q,^ QjQ,jQ,^ qjq^ yqj^ q^^ ^Q^ Q^ q^ q^ <j^  ^ I
I- °a/Joi>“ Qj/JOi, p i^/oi»! pq /^Ofi pQi/Qf. pQslof, pOs/ckio J
+  Idbun (.Oi) Q»^  . Oo • fA)
This formula, expresses a well-poised ^4» , in terms of two
well-poised '& . It is a generalisation of the result
X  [ a; b, 0, a, e, f ^
_ ( j ~ 0" b4e^ ’'/o3 /A.
3CI6 (10.1B)
+ Idem (B; f)
x F a ;  t, c, a, e. f] .
HZ, ' ll-Ofg)
X  ^ ] du y <^ |âv- b. c.., ci, ^  , 4* i o2'c^/bo€U.4 j
L J5L, -JcL, Q^ fb, CM^/c, cu^lcLt Qc j^e, Q^IP J
Putting a,o = a^ i?u (10.1 A) we ohtain (10.IB). The formula 
(lO.IBjt was first ohtained hy Professor Bailey (17), who 
used a method entirely analogous to that used hy Whipple 
when he ohtained the oorrespending formula for.ordinary series.
The formula (10.1 a ) immediately suggests the pfo^lem of 
expressing œn. in terms of one . No method of doing 
this in the general case has heen discovered, hut it is 
perhaps worth while noting that certain particular
can he expressed in terms of one . If----:— — in—(4^1 A)
thon-thoro is a Eorp in the in fin ite-^r o duo t in fro-nt e-f 
the- first- :--- 7^— and we ohta±ii' an----- in which one •
48.
p0.]!?egie=fe»3a-is tines ÿ ano4ja-e-r, in tormo'-e#-oJ!t-
Tf the terminates below i.e. if a% = a,pT ; 
then = 0 and we see that an%4»* which terminates
• • 5.0
below can be expressed in terms of an • This result can
be proved from first principles and is true mn the general 
case, i.e. an ...Hn which terminates below can be expressed 
in terms of an . Thus, any formula giving a
transformation of a hypergeometric series, may be regarded 
as giving a transformation of a bilateral series which 
terminates below.
If in (10.1a ) we take we obtain a relation
between a and a^E^viz;—
,-pJoi, Qh . *1, **, ] pa!"
L • - 'JÔT,. pq, /ou., pcki/On i pQ,fa&. pQiK»)
Xuïs pQ,*/jQ,rpaJ'R«) QwOik', Q^Qc^la, 5
O h /Jq, J - Qu / Jq,, pQ^f/Of, pQi. /q « , pqy.jQ«; (10.10)
Thus , we see that a general well-poised can be expressed 
in terms of a The yE, on the right of (10.10) can be
summed and we obtain the formula
wJ>u|pJ5.^ -pjQi, Qw» Q-;. Q». q#,, h a ) pq^
L'/Q.>--S.ipqi/Qu,pq./Q,» pq./og. pQ,/qi|
which is a known result.
We can obtain a more general result than (10.10) by 
taking a» = pa,/a» in (10.1 A). Then, the reduces to
a wU»to and ' the two »Ef-s reduce to E^w's which combine 
to give a . Thus, we have
49.
Û-!» Q<ï i Qio ) paT/Q^ A^ Qf^ q,*
L n/Q,^ - Jq„ pQi/ot,pai/ot. pûi/û8. pQ,/Q<),pQ./a,o
zl|U - Q « ^ ^ U - p / qwQi]1^~Q'P 
> /oi^ -Qkp j^'/oto)
X b^|iwjpQjjQ,,-|«JjQ,, Q^Oik, Q«/X*|q,, Q^QiK.Q^Q'^K » pQ /^q^QieQ^q,* ^
[Q4/jQ,,-qH|jQ,, pQ.»/q.,,pQu/Qj, pO^ /Qq, pq^ /Q„  ^ (10. ID)
putting Q,o s Qu in (10.ID), we obtain (10,10).
Probably the most useful formula obtained in 
connection with basic series is that which expresses an 
in terms of 2 SaaHschutzian ^Ea's • We have seen 
that the form which this result takes when the %E*i 
terminates was used by Professor Watson in his proof of 
the Rogers^Ramanujan identities and he has also used it 
to give alternative definitions of the mock theta functions 
of the third order. Consequently, if a similar result 
could be obtained for an , the limiting cases of
such a formula might be of interest. Unless there is a 
relation between the parameter^ we have been unable to 
obtain a formula giving an in terms of 2 Saaichutzian
. The simplest formula (10,IP), gives an 
in terms of 3 Saalchutziah , but the
formula (10,10), in which an. is expressed in terms
of 4 Saaichutzian &, appears to be more useful when we
generalise the two and three term relationships between 
«î-t' & . We therefore give both results.
If in the formula (10.1 A) we use the formula 
To., b Jq,-pJa. dl. a. 'K, > oJ^ '^ /defoA. j
L Jqt "Jo, Oj^ /dL. ople. okp/f .qpl^ .op/Ai J
Tao O-Op L qp/d, op/e I J
U-op ^ *)(j~ap * Vd»l)(|-AprX>~ yrXl- i^ )0~ajr*Vd:Aa  ^ _____
ran * VCL^ - op * Ve^Qj) Op 4^|i«p /o^
CU)/^  , ) p 7 , • is)
L  Y / f f .  qyA-p /  J
50.
to transform the g?n‘s into , we obtain 3 or 4
Saalschutzian series according as to whether we t a k e
to be e or ct, or f, g, or h.
Taking e = d = a&dijq,^ f = g =ajQ,/Q„h =QaP.,/Qi, d ^Q ^ /o n
to transform the first «E*, and the same values with loWn
( 03; to transform the second , we obtain
f  fTYaio^
ran q»p^ Xl~Qu)T^ (J- p'‘/oi'iü- Q»p /oi)0*
^ q«* » ' Q%. qio >
L Jq«, ~JS., pQi/Q>, pQi/Ou,pQ,/o-|.pQi/Qa,pCii|Q<),pq||Qio
3-Q( I U-g V)-Qip*Y-q«p* q%p* ___ _
U- ap /gà^ Ü-p /Qi)(|-aip^ Xl-gtjT'jkiXj-qiQwpW
T~j^ ~Q>p**/g>Q^ X^ Q>^ *yo^ .o)0-qif*Vatft.oY.I-Qq|P*/^i^  ^ Wq^ q-,, . a^ Qik,»diQ.o/ai ; p
Lr\® 0-q~pr*%'%Q%Q()Ai<U L Q%p/o^ , Qap/oi*
4» ^ p*7q<,Q8Q^ai^
'*‘~® U-bap*'/®**) (l-pi p g% Q%AQ&Qq Q^ata^bis p'Yof)
LoTfr/oig,q,^qw) * <»• p^ /ûnas^ iQ», gbp’/Qtq»*^*!^!* J J
-f idem (Qj ; Qh ). O o iF^
The second on the right of ( .10.1?) being 
symmetrical in Q&a^ ju a»* we see that the formula (10,1?) 
gives an ^4, in terms of 3 Saaichutzian 
Unfortunately, the two infinite products in front of the 
second t*Ea do not appear to be expressible as a single 
product. When a, = a^,OdiF)reduces to (10.IE).
If we takeojqjg, as 4 (say) in (10.IE) we obtain
rzQ ll-a%p ^Ü-p *’'Hl-qa^)(l-Q..^’" (^|-p^ *'/<\i [^|-cujr/Qi)0-au|r/Q(7
X *^3' *^1- q%' 04% q%o ; ?^/Q%Q^ Oiq*q,^ q,o
L  Jq .j - jet,, pq,/i3. pQ./cim pQ,/q,.pQ,/Q». pq./a<}» pQ,/q,«
- g>p %aC>i>\_________________________________
^ '‘"■® (f-O'p /ojîVl-p'^‘/Q»X/-dHp/aay^’q»^ )(i-aap'/(a»)(j“a3a«p/a)(l-Q*p*!/QH^(l"0up*%3q^Q,Q^Q^ci,^
* Q , p Q i p  %iQ8)U-gap *^Vo^X)~QaP oTp
U - q ' p  ^ Va^q^ChQ»)




4- idem (a^; a^). (10.1G-)
£ , . 5i>.pfi! .', p
q'|08 QwAi QyA% Oaû|.Q,Q|Q^9ia 
°34„AiQ% @44$*# q«* aaA>4*09 J
X uE jfop/^) OL, e.A- *, p i  





It does not appear to be possible to combine any of 
the which occur in (10.1?) unless there  is a
relationship between the parameters. The third .+E& 
however comes from the first by interchange of a^ or,a Oj .
Bow, it is known that In^.:—
"if" U-af*VdiaX^op*YdA(j-qp* ABAU-op*Yi^!-&p /cXl-a.p /bcoLflA^
J L  ^ (!l-ap-‘/dUj^
op/b, pi
|r 0- op *VkeXl~ dtp^ Q^-gfT)(j" y) Ü “ <xf *V iada.f)0~ CL^ 'YcoW^
a*» U-olnf jcT'/ok)
V fotpM. ap/olA* ap/dla., p 1
1- o^/oW, «^ pVAioUrf, o^ pr/adtf
,,"iro~o>jr*7cjBLX^‘ *op/w,op/i»f> t, p 1
i* idem (c;b) ----- (10.IE)
How, if in (10.IE) the parameters satisfy the 
relation a'p** = bcdef, then nr = 0, and the
b&ai&f / ^
second on the left has'sum unity. Thus if a p = bcdef
there is a relationship which involves only infinite 
products and the two E^%'s on the right,
.*. In (10.10) taking a = oiP, b = q»p. c = o ^  d =0*42- ®
Qjo^ a..@4 ai<»t
f = Qip where Qyq^ .q^ Q% Q4q,* » q? p , obtain
04 bio
52.
11 Xl-Qip^ Vo^ Qj^ O-Oip 7oibi^ (.1^30»bf i^op \j-q»q$%4bitp ^ «}
■TiO
~  j| '0~ bHQtp/Dn^ Ooaop /ot) (l-Q4QKpA%i\(!-Q%p *yplX*0>P IOgblXl- bab»b4b%*P 
(l-Qup'/oa)
X |q%b:jo,, OiQ /^oi, Oi Oi*/q.‘j p 
1- Q&p/gn, Qip/oi*
+  icb.. (.a»VQM,V. . _  (10.11)
If the parameters satisfy the relationship ojQuo^ ftjQ^ q,®
we can eliminate the series î^r.^ ,,10.. «»a,/o„
h g%*p/q^  * bvp/oj —'
(10.11) and (10.1?) and we obtain
x « v .
53.
p ]
Qs Ou ^  €kt e^  ^ a»#
L ’^Vso U-O3d4pA)i)U-O^ p/Q^ -q,|pAj(l"p%^ l-Osp)()-(k,^ /q,)0-Q)Q^ jrA%)()''Q3Q»]^ /Q,)|.l-a3O4^ jk&l'OlO,.p/Qj
Q^, ^  0-Q,p"/Q%ai^l-Qip*yQ8qio)0-a,p*Yq^o,^l-Q$p*VoX^-aip'^ya3f)i)(!-Q,|^*!A%:,o$)(l-oip*Ya)O4\U"Qi^
"=• (I- QiQup/Q,X^"q'*|^/baX*" oij^/oi) (,1-p '/Q])(.l- QijT) 0-q%p 0’ q«»Qi p*/q,^
^ .Ex 03b»/a». Qiû^/q., ajqiu/a, ; p
- q»p/oi. q^ p/g**
^'•-o ll-g jo u ^  /qiX I-Q ujT/Qî)0-cb|r*'/Q4!)tl'plÜ"Q«^/qaX*'-p*'/Qj)(l-oi3p')0~bip‘*'/Qi)(|-a«jr /qvq*,^
"i" idun ( g j ’i Qm.^  ~j
X  r p »  Q ip /q i}g % *j o » p /b « o « * i o » p /b » b 9  ) p  j
Lb**q*>p/gi» Qabip/qi» Oibup/qi J
Qh *'n q^ OiA 01*0%A OuO^A. OwaiaA" Q%QoA Oqq%A ô^ «f. A q^q,.A bi/,.
The equation (10.1J) expresses a general well- 
poised Saalschützian ^ 4$ in terras of a SaaHschützian 
and a Saalschützian . If a^ = (10.1J) reduces
to the form which (10.1E) takes when the g Et is. 
SaaHschutzian and well-poised.




Lv/On -Jg,* pSi J 
b»
W »  O i  l  q %  ,  < a « % ,  Q i o  >i _ £ i






® V s o '  ‘ ^ hQ i A  Oh-A^A  b s f lu ji ,  a J o » /  V.
) X (B)
where (A) and (B) can be obtained from (10.1G).
How, in the above formula, change a., ,
’  ^ . aaOu«>«»t
èis; as- , leaving a<^  & a,, unaltered,
and we obtain
T ? '-a £ fa h f- iC — 1  « ^ r 1I V AtL bgA OiAi^ QtbioA baAifA ÂrA abA . q^A a«,4%a.
p B l . - p / S L ,  il-.-psL, -pel, $ s L . «%. »= : #=!_
biO|^q,a® Ja^ A^ Q» A4A,Q; AjAiAf «^QuAi «aA^ P; «*9^*6
C S - . - j 2 S L .  pa.yîai— _.^2?—
_ v/cWhAt \Ja2\<X^t «^ aAuOfA^ An o^ QwA,A%A,.
r+l
-  -^nr /i-b'p 7^ " -'P 








Aip * % - Q^p)0-' p;f!^!.)~ iitlL )
A|/^ 4^0-1 A> 4:^4» /





L Jo",) ' Jq,, pai, ,P9i. Hii a^QsP,4%444,
A& Qi* '^'1 C4g * 0^  ' cvio
-Tj*“ q?p 7^ ’ g?p- A |*~QaA»fHp Vi~Q^ o^ g^ Vi-Q.^ t





rlo aiAuQ-»Q«A- blbibsA A,"» A oTA Q»




r a n  ' *  A h A » /  '  0 ^ 7




0^ . OjiSi. a^. o^, ; pSÏ
q* vMi JE» b« bi b, q, Oil —I-—
b ^ Q D . b , b f t b 4 b i o
The expression in square brackets can be expressed as 




Ti'- - ç ï ' - e a # #  #
II sA ^STa. ^ A  %
wJd» 5: 31. , ^  = _Si_ , ____ _____
b au/X4 e-f QuA* dbF Q^ Q-tbe Wa.
q, q,
—  )
By analogy with the definitions of aJ) [a; h, o, d, 
e, f J and X  fa; h, c, d, e, f . l  given by Whipple 
and Professor Bailey7^ we define
|[^Q« > Qa 1 Oi. > bt > Qg. , Qio^
•rao
X gi|)g pjQi>-pJ5., q&, Qu. Qi. Qç. Qq, Q,c À pa%
do;, - Ja.. ^  f9i,OLx Ow O*. ' Olfcoi at>
thus obtain the formula




.t r a - g M W . xr^-,- , baQl , bxQft , QtaPq , bwA*. q» bi Â1 0»
 ( 1 0 . IK)
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This formula (10.1K) is a generalisation of the 
formula
%  [ a; h, C, d, 0, f J = %  ) b, c , op/cd, op/gf j
which can he obtained by putting a^ = aj^  in the above result.
We now proceed to obtain from (10.1G) the 
generalisation of the basic analogue of Whipple’s 
fundamental three term relationship, 4 09)
Multiply the formula ( 1 0 . 1  Gr) by 
and write it as
X ijf I” P Jb* > ~pJq* J b], Qu.1 Qt. qg, ae> , bio ■; jF^Qi
* * JcT„ - Jar., , #9L, pQl, pâL, ^L. * Qa Qu Q*. ' ar ' o..
Replacing a^ hy o^ qw/q,^ , JL Qw/q?", ou do qj4uq»./qM bi q^ qiqio/qw
ai4%q,*/q^, ay ^  biq^bt^/b»'’» Q«* ^  a»«io'/qi^,
we nave » f
Q‘Ora« biOl *v Q.at^  q.A^ A b'A 014(4%/^ #3444,6^ Q&Q,./' 0^'QioA. Û.*' A «lo
X 4^*8
= (e)
- /baqjl, £bj*. poib»» . pq>q»* , pQ»».» , pq%q.* , poi
q. a.' Q» Q»«% Q.Ql * q,b% @,4^  ’ QI
oi^  II \. o*,q«; f\, QuQf^  q^ qwA 3^. A a^ oia A- aj* A ^
58.




^ j plb«, “ pJbi, ba , bu* Q*i. bq* bq-* b«o ) pb' 
L J q i ,  - J b i ,
_Q]
bio
LTfrgtf.»]* ]jq;>Qwl> V q^ P** *Vl-Q»p Vl-Qip^  L]jf-(èo,mf Jl
^  f i  ^  A  ^ iS T o A  ^ 5 i ^ A  babi&A A a^a.o A  b r A Q.o/
V-O
84*8
p 1 -  P s I bjb^qie , cAaQibto , Qabgbic, ,ûiQ^4» , a j o i  ; p “a?
V Q,"^ ' \i oP bp oTt âA qp krt Q^ - -^-
f o ^  -  Jbarbi? -, P b io , p q;b i # _ , p b )b !» , pbab»», pbabift , p b v
y q P vJ b« Q \ q o  q , » i  b ,q $  a ,  44  b i
~ ~ i r \ i - g. p*  Q^p Y ^-*^3».o]FY^~bito
Q,rf»t a Q i,a$i Q^A4 K qiioToA- ” oTA o j-b io A  a P  A Q€







How, multiply (10.1G) by 




pJbM-pJbi, Qx, bi* , bi. Qit* bq, Qio
L13„-JS.. I^.
_______ _ _____________ _________________ _ _ uX (D)
How replacing a ^ by , a^ by po> , a^ by po^  ,
QuAqAio QaOqAio




a# » chbg  ^QiQ» ') QxQu 
Qio Qq Of
rlo b^bw» ' Qub4q«A bia^bioA bidib»! 04A>q«À axO,ft» A  — s f A   oT A
p ) ^ , - p E ^ >  Qii
V Q^Ai. V QqAie OuQqbio Q ^Q ^q,.
,  -  /b iQ iQ ft, J QH.ft7b8 . Q % q,b » , Q iQ ft , Q.Q-i , m i ,




Subtracting these two results, we obtain 
X g4*? Qu, Q-|, bg, 0.4 , 0,0 f jJ'Q, _________________^
Jqm-J3r,, p@L , PQl, J»l. pbi, PHi . pbL
* -  b a  *  O u  l o y  '  o $  Q4 q , o
y.n ____  qp g»4.4oAioA Ouft,qtj
. ,1, Ip , - p f ^   ^ P^L , J5bL 1 Qi, o«, g-tba,, Q-.Q» \ ^
J oQAw, J g^ bw QuQqg.o diQqgio Oio 0.4
jbAf»  ^ buQ,0&  ^ OaQ^ bt , QiQ» ^ <X^a^^ po,  ^pg,— b^ bto \j aoAio * O, o, 0^4,0 aqAio^ 04 *o«o
— :  ( 1 0 . 1M)
y.i*Q^ q^q» A AuQR A QuQioA ojl 03/  ^ bi/.
f'faf')-«£;_\il-_a£'t\|i fH \/i 3&p_—
4x4', A qjA^A. aÎ4ioj
X (D).
How eliminate (D) between (10.1M) and (10.11) and 
we obtain o. y>»oot.«j»oJSa»j







aj4«o.y=o'* 4‘bH-A 4)44410 A. q,% K Q;^4,.A. 4x41 A 4%48A. Q)4lA 4
^ «>i^
p J 4 * | - p '^ i >  4 J ‘ Qu » 4*f« 0% , Qq I Qio > p '
- j«.. mt' %
YsM \i. 1. r*l \f. ru Ml _ r»i \J, _ r$ | \  n . .  r\<i f \ A t>\i. -.A.
ir/i-ajOiQ^  Vi-qy* _%  4^ 4iopT ^"3£!L1
J* ^  ~^ Î^ 4To'A 4x4^ 4,0 A g,q<fQg \ 4)414; A, 4u4l4g\ on A Q|A 4, A 4, ,
p [ôiQifltfe ^-p [qiQiÂ^  1 pQ?" , pQ^ . J Qn. Q«» Qjl«i , QjlSS. ’, 4)4^V go4(o y Olq4i0 QqAqqi# QxQlQio ^4 q ,^ «4'* qi v AqdO Oiq.44 q4
/Ü55 - f ô ^ i  ctofttbq , QiQiQ# ^ QAa ^ 4,4jL . p5l. PQ, 
V aq«uo* \j a<|4te ' a» A, 4q4ie 4q4io bq Aw
$ ! ' #  ^ ï ' C h S s l  i S t C )
-T(!' 444)48
xfll- «aSagl- A Q.f”\|.g!-r‘ Vl-c.y\l-a,.fV|.g>r ' '
r i ' p A  ^  Q 'b ?  A* t t t d q 'A  g ,  A .  o ^c tA ïo A  a )Q g q ,.A . 4 ) 0 ^ 4 ^  N  0 x 4 , 4 1  A q ^ q l .
p )-p fbaajr , Qx4% , QxQu-Qto^ QiQiQ» ,43414,. ,ai4ig,. , QiQt^  \
^  4? ' \i 4 r  4?“ 41^ Q,'" af- q,"^ 4)4^
fqÿiî » - A w  y p3il » pbaQw , P^ 3b,o ^ p4)4.0 J p4x4,o ^ po)





The sum Of a particular neatly-noised iFL with argument — 1
The method used to sum this series was suggested by 
Professor Watson’s proof of Dixon’s Theorem. (20)
r(.AVtor(c)  ^
r  (j 4-a . - r  ( i+0.-0^
A  ,  b ,  c .  ]  -  
_ l+a-b, l+<q*c
_ ^  r  (A4tC) r ( b t  ) r  (c.+ »\) L~i)___
IT ,  I  r ( l + o . - b + n ) f ' ( l + < x - c + > C )
T-i! r ( . l + a + îü ^ r(l+ Q .-b -c !) L  I 4 o i4  ClK
- V" V  *" r(b4-n4v,y(c.4r>4>r,^ (riy
( r ( l + Q . + V , r  ( l+ g - b - c )
oO
_ y- r(/Nh r(.M r(<^+^
p  I  r ( i + a . + p ) r  0  + a -b -c .)
r.A,-p ;
L. I 4-0.+Ù
=.o p ! n(^1 + CX.+r(_l+'a-b-c,^ r(j+q-Ai-p')
lA^ rlb)r(c}) —  X b. c., 
l-hcx-A,^.r (_i+o.^r 0+ 4.- b-c^
now taking b = 1 + to. and A = 2c-a + 2, we obtain
r(l4a-t^ rO+q-c) x.xFj.p’' C L - c . y  )
r (i+Q^ rO+Q-b-t) L ifi , aa.-c- I
The xFk on the right can be summed using Watson’s Theorem 
(Tract \  3*3 (1) ). and we obtain
Ac-0.4 a , If E * b.) — 
^  > I4-0.-C. _ a.-"r(i:)r(i+g..g)    Oi.iyo u  r ( _ - t + - t o . y ( « -  î | ' )
prcvided that the series on the left converges i.e. if 
E La-4o-1) >  0.
63.
If c is a negative even integer, the series 
terminates and we obtain
a-o.-an) If %) - ) - 11 % oit Qu. —' (II.a)
%. 1 I + <x+Ar\ J la))*
Professor Bailey has pointed out that this result 
c%n be obtained from Tract  ^ 4.6 (3) where we have the 
transformation
b ,  c. \  -  I _  r ( < - ^ r ( j c - c \  ^  F b y
b» K-c. _ r(.K^r(X-b-c) >d»-o., -^ K> -AC
Taking b = 1 4- -|A. K = 1 + A, the on the right reduces 
to a iF^  which can be summed by Watson’s Theorem if 
a = 2c — A f 2, hence (11.1), but the existence of a 




The sum of a particular non terminating Saalschiitzian Æ ,
In the formula
jTo., d. -a, . fu > CLc^ /üWyv j
L Ja, - JoL, txc^/cL, ay/e., oy/f, oy/^ , ay/A» ^
z 1 fU ' 4/^"/f ay V
j ;  J
K oy/da, -A, F, ; y,_ 4-ylcC, oy/fe, J
4-
»» I .0~0^ /oL) (/- f J
X 4,fi r^-%'^'
P ouy/-A^ , (xy^ /oLf^ i cuy^ /ef
take h = oy^ /dL and e = ou/A^  .
Then, we have :—
UÎS- r^‘ y v E , o V A g .  A. a 1 yyL  Jo., ay/A, ay/^
- dy^ ~*/Aq)/>-dy Vo
>si, LCI-Qji^ / aXI“ oyVi^)(j- dy’'''/0 -Q ly“*/A^, fv V
-f " T  r l'l--oy7‘)0 ~ fy :^ W Ù - A ( ^  (/- ay/A^^ 0- dy')
r v s ,  C^l-4y^ /oL^ ()-Ayy|')(l-OLy^ /p)(l-OLy'/^ )(/-dy"')(l-y')0-A^ y^  VoO) .
I. oL/^ . cL/A, % '* c ^ joby/^ A, oLy J
Now the v.'^ç and the  ^ can he summed using known 




^ ( I - o y ' / A  X i ' d y ^ ‘ ' ) ( E Y A |) 0-c^)U' A ^ j ,
]f”0~ f X . ^ "  A|y Yot)
3 -X 1, )  o U q . o t / - f  i
.î.
<^i
T% - < *J p «l'f '• <1,
L n -  n ' f
_ U-dj)(l'Aq/d^ —  (l“ Ao/oi.) If ”* 0 - dy"~* /A^ (|- ote^ Ya^




^Ü-Uy)(j.cVo^ l -  0-c/oiy) .
U-c/oyXMby) (/- cy^ '-'Xkojx^ '/c^
Oa.l)
In the case of ordinary series, the corresponding 
result can he obtained from the formula
Tract $3.8 (2)
Tq-> fc>, a + A -o u -b  - 1 j 1  _ r ( e 1  r ( A ) r ( e - a - l ^ r ( A -  
L s. X A _j f (c.~Ok^ r* r* (a
+ -_ f - h s L i n  > I J
^ 4 - o - t  r  ^ (a 4 4 -(x -A j L. e.-ak.-b'**h e.+’A—oc-b
taking a = 1, the on the right reduces to a 
which can be summed using the Gauss’ Theorem.
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»>=., '
A^^)7“«^ /AX.AcKy^ /<^ )(/-o(y''')il-yp)y- A|y 1^)
VIS.,
X i?v r% ' °“'î • ' 1,
ï. n , =L/g, oi/f ; ^
L n ' f
I '  Ac^ /d>) — ( l -  'fia/cl)  ~~1r~ (l -  d/)" ' /A^(j- olo*' Va)i.-,WITfiî-,i.1, -
and with a change of notation, this formula can be 
written
C , CkÀit^ /c.
A>-^ )^(l-<Jobc,)._ -  0- c/oi«,) . .-T(.l-g„''-'Xl- kg':") . lu . 0
(I-a/ay)(Uc/by) (kc./ayX^-c/&^*(l, (h cc^ "')(/-oJbc^ /c^
In the case of ordinary series, the corresponding 
result can be obtained from the formula
Tract $3.8 (2)
j^ Fl r<a.3 b, e.+A-a.-b-l il _ r (e1 T j-f) r ( e - a -T  (A- a-b)
L e. * A J I" (a-oT) r" (©— r* (a "o^ r^ A"
+  _ l - r ^ n ^ i   \  > I ;Q4b-^ r(cx)r (b^ t"(e.4A''Q.“t^  L, a— Ok-b t-11 + A— Ok— b
taking a = 1, the .^P,. on the right reduces to a 
which can be summed using th& Gauss’ Theorem.
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The sum of the general Saalschatzian
This result follows immediately from the 
previous result.
For,
Lc.xCjay’/c J (l-y/o.)0-y/b^  L_ c^/ei, c^ /b
and both these can be summed using (12.1).
We have
L. C.J Qwfcy^/c. _ 
c Q- c~ I c./aby^  — (J- c./eJayJ) ”Tj (l-gy  “'V/-by
0-a(a)U-y iF) ll-c./bc})(l*'cu^/c^ (f-c/b^)(/-a^fc)»\3., (,1 ~q’'*‘'/bVO — )




So far as is known, this result is a new one, the most 
general which has been summed being a well-poised
one.
In the case of ordinary series the corresponding 
result would only be a particular case o-f the sum of 
the series
[r. b •,oL (8)
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(13) A limiting case of the formula (10.1 A)
Atkin & Swinnerton—Ijyer, working on theory of 
numbers at Cambridge^ established the following formula;—
z
r>--oQ
? (s .w )A - -  ' - y '  H : jV .w )W v w W ^ w r  ’ _  (13.1)
where P(z^w) = II ( * - Ivv) <c 1 .
They have used this formula to prove many of the 
results suggested by Dyson in his paper "Some guesses 
in the theory of partitions" (21) in addition to new 
results. Their formula may be regarded as giving the 
partial fractions of i AUV', T'
and it is really a particular case, though heavily 
disguised, of a formula giving the partial fractions of
which was established by 
Professor Watson and used to derive numerous identities 
involving mock theta functions of the third order.(18)
Atkin & Swinnerton—Dyer arrived at their result by 
conjecture and then proved it to be true as follows;—
Writing (1311) in the form f(z,'^jw) = 0 they proved that
A =0. If qua
function of z, has at most poles at z = 1, z = ,S > 
z = w S “‘ I <lvl ^ I and evidently z = 1 is
not a pole. Hence r s 0. The result for general 5 
follows by analytic continuation.
We now prove that (13.1) is a limiting case of 
(10.1A). In (10.1A), take a^ = = z j ^  ,
a<n = b, a g — c, a^ — d, a and let b, c, d *—4 oq
Then, since oc/q,«= Qi*, there is a parameter 1 in the 
numerator of the second which therefore has unit




•r5.o(l-tyT)(l-f^ ^ ')(l-a>cr^)0-)o.^pT xJl-ca /U p
X ij).
b ,c,cL-4koA [p -pJ&, -j')g?p» Jcÿ/i., ta. *. ci- I (op)'"/tagoi- Ii/ôj, - JE, ztJâtoUt TlJÔL , cuilki^ Ofa/c, oJa/oL Jp J ^ /| j, ^ op/L, op , expi
~~r  ^ *^*"7 *'^ *^"  ,_ _ _
. 0 - (!f *^ /aq(i-p‘*')
p\ -p\ p/ ^ » ^ <x7«>) p""4.~/Q > p'^ .'YoL, p-y
^  y ( l^yH'-p ___ ______________ _





+  -& “■
rx =.- -Û 0 - )  '(l-^p^/o^ ) .
putting w = p and JpïZ = ^  we obtain (13.1)
70.
This proof is of interest, because it gives a method of 
obtamning moregeneral formula than (13.1) from 
generalised hyoergeometric series. In fact, we have a 
method of obtaining formulae which correspond to (13.1), 
with 3 replaced by (2m-h 1), It is apparent that such 
formulae become more and more complex as m increases. The 
case in which m = 2 is obtained as follows.
As the parameters in Sear’s formula fall into two 
different groups, in order to have 5 parameters which can 
tend to infinity without introducing awkward limits, it 
is necessary to start from Sear’s formula with M = 7 and 
not with M = 6 as might be supposed. Taking M = 7,
= P, pJcT, , aç , where the parameters are
.... ,Qw,.)Sear’ s formula becomes:—
•* Qq L  Q ioA  Oil» a  Qit A. A iii.A Qq A  0|i|A OiK,
i L*- onp )(,!' ^  SyA )j'25E i
Tr.o « q» I - I
V
I 4*1 ) Qf . Qk , Qio, 4,, ) 1      _ . |
^  pOj Ê9J., pai. , pBl j
I— Ot. Qf ' q'n q ii 4n* J
y **S N OqA q,eN On*  ^ Qix A. Q») ^ ' qh* r* A. Q^ qioA. oâqiiA 438», A A
•Virt
4» Va% jQi 4i Qi Oi O, o, Oi Q, Qt 0| '— I--
I:/-#'
4- idem ( a^  ^; , qs , Qg, ),
Now, in (13.2) taking 
a — a, a^ = Jop , a^ = z J o ^ , aç = xJSp , a^ — J'op/ic
a ,i*z JgF"/t/ and letting Qq. Q,o. , Q,%.% o,& , we obtain,







4   _
' ' i v .
= ^  r l f , w )  B(pcs~'. w) ÿ -  c-iTw^‘’"'\
+  ? (s, w) ? (. s", w) p U-s, w) p(ç,/^ . w) C X  0 - '-’■)'}
f  (.^V. 'a) p (j. w) f  w) P w) p(.x^ , w)
T*(al, vl)p (=>3'i'a)




"^ c. n ■= -o
(13.3)
We can also regard (13.3) as giving the partial 
fractions of w)P(^ .w)P(^ S,w)P(^ f;.,x,)p(:c^ ,w)
(14)
A generalisation of the formula (10.1 A)
If, in (13.2) we take a« = pQi/qh, a« = pajat , we
obtain
Q»» Oil Qi\. A l l  Qiu
72.
-^o -na RI*>U <»wQn/. —  (14.1)
O'.




- t  idem (a^ ; a^).
This is a relation connecting 3 well-poised «4?’& 
of general type. (10.1A) is obtained from (14.1) by 
taking é and a,% = a ^  .
In conclusion, I should like to express my 
thanks to Professor W.N.Bailey for his encouragement 
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